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1986, Dr. Franklin Loew, Dean of Tufts Un'iversity
School of Veterinary Medicine suggested that the Tufts Center for
Animals onganize a workshop to explore the facts behind the growing
furore over "pit bull terriers". The city of Lynn had passed an ord'inance severely restricting such dogs and was being challenged in
court. 0ther communities were also considering ord'inances banning 0r
restnicliing pit bul1 terriers. It seemed appnopriate to explore why
politiciani were taking'such drastic action. Accordingly. we contacted
Dn. Randall Lockwood of the Humane Society of the United States who
had been studying the pit bull issue (Lockwood and Mil1er,1986) as
well as several local experts. We asked them to constitute an expent
panel on the subject and the workshop was scheduled for the afternoon
bf.July 17,1986. A small but informed and interested group (30-40
people) was expected to attend. However, events overtook us.
June

of

0n July 14, a story on pit bull terriers appeared in Newsweek
magazine and mentioned, among other things, that Tufts was holding a
workshop to determine what was fact and what was fiction. This article brought a barrage of phone calls and letters fnom judges, attorneys, victims and owners. The media attention increasd and it was
clear that we would have to hold a separate press conference since we
could not have accommodated all those who had told us they were coming
plus another twenty to thirty to media'in our small conference room.
0n July 17, we held our press conference for 30-40 people (including a TV crew from San Francisco) and then went straight into the
workshop. The proceed'ings were interesting and informative. By-the
end of the afternoon, it was possible to come to some reasonably clear
conclusions, even if the data were not as strong as one might have
hoped. The list of conclusions appeans in Tab'le L below and some of
the data on which they are based appears in the papers that are included in this volume of the proceedings.

of the tlorkshop
hlhile v{e recognized that there were stjll

Aftermath

many question marks
of pit bu11
tendencies
behavorial
breeding
and
that nemained over the

terriers, we were pleased with the results of the first _w_orkshop. However, in twelve nionths since that meeting, the pit bull problem has
become even more of an issue. The media have had a field day, as exemplified by a report in the U.S. News and World Report (April 20,1987'
page 24) that was headlined, "The most dangerous dog in America". In
th'is article, the pit bull terrier was described as "America's baddest
dog". It was placed in a separate league from German Shepherds, Doberman Pinschers and Rottweilers that cannot, according to the report,
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"chomp through a chain link fence" like a p.it bull. The article was
plomp!ed by two p'it bull attacks in Jones,0klahoma and Dayton,0hio
that led to the death of a 16-month o1d g'i11 and 67-year old retired
surgeon. The attack on the sungeon by two dogs lasted for twenty five
mtnutes and was so relentless that nine people could not stop the dogs
using a varjety of poles, rods and brooms. Since then pit'bull teiriers have been responsible for several more deaths. A two-and-a-half
yean o1d toddler was killed by a pit bull terrierin California and a
man i n Lawrence, Massachusetts rli ed of a heart attack whi I e b'ei ng
chased by two dogs, one of them a pit bull terrier.

:
tll

Iocal ondinances have been passed that restrict or
pit
bull
terriers
and the medja maintain the state of hysteria
9an
(not enti rely without cause) by reporti ng any pit bul I attjck but
More and more

i gnor i ng j nci dents i nvol vi ng other breeds. Under these ci rcumstances
1t, becomes increasingly difficult to present a calm and reasoned angument. Nevertheless, it 'is vital that readens have a clean understanding of the facts about p'it bull terrjers. Readers must know
whi ch "facts" alu supported by the evidence, which are specul at'ive,
and which are clearly'in erroi. Some of the data on pit buil tenriers
are reported and evaluated below.
Tab'l

Lne

e I:

rtrsr

Concl usi ons reached by
workshop on the pit Bull

the Tufts Center f or
Terrjer IssuEl-J[Ty

Animal

s

af.Ler

lr

II

1.

Although thene are several reg'istened p'it bul I terrier and bul I
tenrjer breeds, the conformat'ion and features vary widely both
within and between breeds. The experts at the sympos.ium agreed
that some of the registered animals pictured on slides were not
recogni zabl e as pi t bul I terri ers.
2. The available data did not support the claim that pit bull terrier-

type dogs were over-represented

3.

among

biting

one was bitten by a pit bull terrier, the outcome was likely to
be more severe than with other dog bites. For example, of n.ine recorded U.S. fatalitjes from dog attacks in the twelve months proceeding the workshop, six were due to pit bull terrier-type dogs.

4. While some of the breed registnies are attempting to encourage
sel ecti on aga'i nst aggress'i ve behavi or, there i s al so heavy sel ec-

tion

for aggression in a large pool
type dogs that are used in dog fighting.

5. The most

effective public po]icy approach appears to involve a com-

Pit bull terrien dogs can and do make good pets. However, they can
also be extremely dangerous. A question mark w.ill cont.inue to hang
over these animal s unti I the rel evant author i ti es , ownens and
breeders take active and vigorous measures to select against
aggression when breeding these animals.
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I

II

I

of pit bull ierrier-

bination of measures. steps must be.taken to limit breeding for aggression (eg,--investig.ate.and pro.secute dog fighting mor5 actively), and an effective ''vic'iorrs dog" ordinanc-e mu-st udput in place.

6.

l-

animals.

If

pressure

-r

:
I'

TI

r

Historical

Background (see Lockwood and

Miller,

1986)

of an'ima'ls are lumped together under the generic name
of "pit bull" or "pit bull terrien". These include the Amen'ican
(UKC),
A variety

the
Staffordsh,jre Terriei (AKC), the American P'it Bull Terrier
Staffordshire Bull Terrier (AKC), the Bull Terrier (AKC) and many unnegistered dogs that vary considerably in appearance. All of these
dogs trace their breeding'lines to the bull dogs of the early and midnineteenth century. Bulldogs at this t'ime were 1arge, rather slow
an'imal s used i n bul l -baiti ng and bore no rel at'ion to the wrinkl ed,
bow-legged dog now known as-a Bulldog. They rece'ived prizes for showing "gameness"- - namely, persistence in their attacks despite injuny

fitigu". t,lhen bull-baiting was outlawed in 1835, dog fighting became popular and the bul'l dog was mixed w'ith a variety of othen-bneeds
(suctr is the fox terrier) tb produce sma'ller and faster an'ima1s that
and

fought'in pits dug in the ground. The dogs had a variety of names'inctuaing the Bull-ind-Terrier Dog, the Pit Dog and the Pit Bullterrier-

at

about the time of the C'iv'il War and were
used in fights or aS guard dogs. The American l'ines also include
Bullmastiff-genes. These dogs were first registered by the Un'ited Kenjn 1898 specifically to reg'ister Pit Bull
nel Club (U(C), organ'ized
-not
recognized by the American Kennel Club (AKC),
Terriers that'ulere
founded in 1884. The UKC also sought to standardize dog-fighting
rules but has s'ince changed and now takes a strong stand against dog
fighting. The AKC began to register Staffordshire Terriers in 1934
(P6te of the Our Gang iomedies wis registered by both the UKC and AKC)
and changed the nanre to American Staffordshire Terrier in L972. In
1974,
the-AKC further confused the issue and began to negister a smal-breed
as the Stafforshire Bull Ternier. As if this were not sufler
ficient, the AKC also registers the Bull Terrier, a dog with an ova'|,
elongated head that is a cnoss between bull dogs,01d English Terriers
and Spanish Pointers. 0riginally bred as a fighting dog, they have
undergone considerable selection for good temperament in this century.
The Pit Bull Terriers that are registered by the UKC, by the American
Dog Breeders Association, and unregistered pit bul1 terriers are very
variable in appearance and can nesemble Boxers,'large Pugs or even
heavy Greyhounds. The behavior of these and other dogs is ana'lyzed in
the paper by Lockwood and Rindy in these pnoceedings.
These dogs came

Doq

Bites.

to

Human

America

.Fatalities and the Pit BgIl Terien

Dog bites are a problem wherever peop'le keep

dogs. It is

the

price that humans pay for choosing to share their lives with a social
tarnivore.
most of us who have been bitten by dogs suffer
'little or noHowever,
lasting damage and the experience does not produce a
negative attitude tofrard dogs (Beck and Jones, 19.85). In a study.of
one county in Pennsylvania, Beck and Jones (1985) found that, wh'ile
L7.3% of ch'ildren aged 5-14 were bitten, the actual reported bite rate
in the county for this age group was only 0.46%. Thus, less than three
percent of aitual b'ites were reported. 0f the children who had been
-3-

jtten 'in their lifetime, 38% had rece'ived medical attention - an indication of the perceived seriousness of the b1tes. However, there
are nel ati vely few bi tes that need sutures or hospi tal i zti on. According to two surveys in Baltimone, only 6-10% of neponted bites
b

required suturing (Berzon and DeHoff, 1974 and DeHoff and Ross, 1981)
and very few reported bites (0.78/.) are "severe" (Wright, 1985)"

relat'ive importance of the "pit bull terrier" in the dog b'ite
is a contentious matter. There are two basic issues to be addressed. First, is a p'it bu1I terrier more 1ikely to b'ite than other
dogs? Second, is the severjty of a "pit bull terrier" b'ite likely to
The
epidemic

be worse than

that inflicted by other

a) Breed Specific Bite

breeds?

rt

Rates

the relative risk (RR = the numben of observed bites
('ivi(ed by the number of expected bites) for djfferent breeds with any
level of confidence 'is virtua'l1y impossible given the state of the
data available. Reported dog bites are not a reliable and representative index of actual dog bites (as shown by the report fronr Beck and
Jones (1985) where bites by stnays v{ere more 1ike1y to be reported
than b'ites by owned animals). However, data on reported dog bites is
much better than the data on the number of animals of any specific
bneed in the canine population. Apart from the lack of good survey
data, people also tend to be nather cavalier in thejr classjfication
Determining

of dogs by breed and are likely for example, to call any large black
and tan dog a German Shepherd. However, the poon qualjty of the data
has not stopped people from attempting to draw conclusions about the
Rel ati ve Ri sk posed by di fferent breeds. Both Hoffard ( 1984) and
Multani and clifford (1985) point a finger at "pit bull terriers" as
having higher bite rates than othen breeds.

ta

-

I

Hoffard (1984) cites a paper on human fatalities due to dog attacks by Pinckney and Kennedy (1982). The paper noted that of 73

fatalities, "the bull terrier (plt bull) was responsible for the
highest number of deaths" in relation to the small number of dogs
registered. In fact, pit bull terriens were nesponsible for^ 6 deaths
compared to 8 by the Sa'int Bernand,9 by the Husky and 16 by the German Shepherd. Using AKC statjstics, Pinckney and Kennedy report that
there were only 929 registered Bull Terriers compared to L7,537 Saint
Bennards, 20,598 Huskies and 74,123 German shepherds. Multani and
Clifford (1985) also cite Pinckney and Kennedy (i982) as well as a
study by hlright (1985) that reported that, of sixteen severe doq bites
in five South Carol'ina counties'in a three year period, 6 involVed pit
bull terriers. As a nesult, Multani and Cljfford (1985) conclude that
" the total number of dog bites, serious bites and deaths is unproportionately greater for adult, male pit bulls which has led to the conclusion that they are dangenous animals." It must be stressed that the
above conclus'ions drawn from the studies by pinckney and Kennedy
(1982) and Wright (1985) are not necessarily supported by the data.

rt

I

I
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n's

(1984) analysi s of the Pinckney and KennedY (1982)
reoort ooints up the basic error. Pi nckney and KennedY used 1976 AKC
registration figures (Table 2) but the ma'i n pi t bu1 1 terri en negi stry
has always been the UKC.
Brisbi

Fatalities

Tabl e

caused

b

attacks

No. of

No.

Fatal i ti es

Reg'istered

Breed

from

(AKC

-

and

Pi nck

K

Fatal i ti es/
1

000
reg i stered

1e76)

German Shepherd

7

4,723

16

0.240

Husky

20,598

9

0.437

St.

17 ,537

B

0.456

Bernard

Bul I terri

Great

Dane

Mal amute

Gold. Retri ever

(Note:

929

6.458

19 , t]69

0.302

er

9,324

5

0.600

,6L2

3

0.109

27

One death was caused by a

Rottweiler, of which there were 1400

fatalitiei per 1000 figure of 0.714)
If one adds UKC statistics to Table 2, the number of bull terriers
should be incneased by approximately 23,500. Since the UKC does not
register the other breeds, their numbers would not change. As a
result, the relative fatality rate us'ing breed registration aS an
index 5f total dog population- (which is probably a'lso inappropriate)
registened, giving a

should be as shown in Table 3. Therefore, usinq appropriate registrationfi9ures,oneshouldconcludethatMa1a@
errr ers
es
anes are mone danqerous than
nckney a
on
e cal cul ati ons are an 'imProv
Kennedy ( 1
), registration figures are a very poorindex of actual
dog numbers and ane fraught

with uncertaintY.
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Table 3: Relative

Human

Fatality Rate from Dog Attack for a Few
Relative Fatal ity Rate (Fatal jties/
1000 doqs reqistered -AKC and UKC)

Breed

Mal amute

0.600

St.

0. 456

Bernard

0.437

Husky

Great

0. 302

Dane

Bu'll terri er

0.236

German Shepherd

0.?14

Gol

0. i09

den Retri ever

The study by wright (1985) identified sixteen severe dog bites

(alI by male dogs) over a three year period (1979-1982)'in five South
Canoljna countjes. 0f these 16, 6 were attributed to bull terriens or
bulldogs, 4 to Saint Bernards or Saint Bernard mixed breeds, 3 to
cocker-spaniels or cockerpoos and one each to a Rottweiler, Husky and
Irish Setter. There undoubtedly is a high proportion of bull terriers
in this sample, even given the possibli'lity that pit bull terriers are
very popular dogs in South Caroljna. However, there were sjgns that
four of the six animals had been'involved in dog fighting. There is no
questjon that dogs bred for, trained for and used in dog fights are
dangerous animals. It is also'interesting to note the high pnoportion
of Saint Bernards and Cocker Spaniels in the sample. The dangers associated with Sa'int Bennards do not appear to be fu11y appreciated and
mal e Cocker Spani e1 s ane wel I known (bV veteri nary personnel , at
least) to have been prone to dom'i nance aggression displays and
behav'ior.

I

I

Neither P'inckney and Kennedy (1982) nor Wr.ight (1985) provide
much hel p 'in determi ni ng the breed-rel ated Rel ati ve R'isk of bites.
However, two earl i er stud'ies attempted to determ'i ne these stati sti cs.
In 1959, Par^rish et al reported a study of 947 bites in a two-month
peri od i n Pi ttsbur gh. Worki ng dogs (Geman Shepherds, Huski es, Great
Danes, Saint Bernards, Dobermans, Boxers and Collies) were more f ikeiy
to bite than any other group. Sporting dogs (setters, pointers,
retrievers and spaniels) also had a higher bite nate than expected.
Hounds and terrieirs had a lower bite rate than expected. In Baltimore,
Berzon (1978) reported the bite r"ate statistic fon various breeds between 1974 and 1976. Mixed breeds had higher bite rates than expected
(32.1% of bites attributed to m'ixed breeds although they accounted for
only 25% of the reg'istered animals). However, German Shepherds had
much higher bite rates $5% of total bites compared to 23% of registrations) than expected. 0n1y the collie, Doberman and spitz of the
-6-

other breeds accounted for mone than 1% of the b'ites each. The Collie
was involved in fewer bites (2.8%) than expected whereas the Doberman
and Spi tz pt'oduced the expected number of b'ites. Once agai n, it must
be stressed that registration (licensing) figures are not necessarily
an accunate reflection of the actual numbers of differ^ent breeds of
dogs. For 'iexample, it is 1ike1y that mixed breeds will be underrepresented n the I i censed popul atj on.
A mone recent neporL, of dog bite incjdence with breed statist'ics
comes from Fl ori da (Mi 1 1 er, 1986) . The data i ncl udes I j cense regi stration statist'ics, numbers of dogs impounded, and the reported bjtes
assoc'i ated w'ith each breed. Mi I I er does not attempt any soph'i sti cated
analysis but does conclude that large dogs roam and bite mone than

smal-l dogs and that pit bulls are overnepresented in the bit'ing
population. Some of lhe data for the more popular breeds ane presented
in Table 4. From th'is table, 'it appears as though pit bull terriers
are over-represented'in the biting'fiopulation. But th'is assumes that
license stdtistics are an accurate representation of the total dog
population. t,/hat if p'it bull owners had a character trait (such as a
hiitike of bureaucracy or a front'ier-type independence) that make them
less likely to licenie their dogs? That would mean that the license
statistics (and most anjmal control operations are doing well if they
have 50-60% of the dogs licensed) would underestimate the total number

of pit bulI terriers.

If

one considers impoundment figures to be a better indication of
number of dogs in the popu'lation (but large dogs are over-represented i n the sh-e'lter^ popul ati on - Nassar et dl , 1984) , then the
chows and pit bull terriers (and penhaps the German Shepherds) are associated with more b'ites than would be expected while Schnauzers,
Poodles, Golden Retrievers, Irish Setters, Collies and Labradors (and
perhaps Huskies) are associated with fewer bites than expeqled. However,. impoundment figures may not correlate particular'ly well with dog
b'ites since stray dogs account for only about 10% of all b'ites (Beck
and Jones, 1985).

total

There are two other reports on breed-specific b'ite rates that I
was able to find although I do not have details. In i983, the Cincinnati Health Department reported that 7% of 478 dog bites recorded oven
a ten month period were attributed to p'it bull terniers (l{armer'
1984). A 1980 study in Dade County (Miami), Flor^ida found that most
veterinarians interv'iewed considered the German Shepherd the breed
most prone to attack (Petty, 1980). I^l'ithout further detai'ls of the

study methods, however, these results must be regarded as

Very

questi onabl e.

The only thing one can say with centa'inty about bneed specific
data on dog bites'is that the figures are subject to a numben of d'ifferent interpnetations. There 'is some suggestive evidence that plt
bull terriers may be somewhat over-repnesented but better data are

-7-

r

required to answer this question with any degnee of confidence. It
must also be noted that bite rate'incidences are likely to change with
time as the popularity of d'ifferent breeds (and strains within breeds)

ra

changes.

TABLE 4: Dog
nel las

License

from

Mi I I

nurnner -l[-T6t-al

---T'(IJ

Boxer

L,2ll

oundments and

Numbers

en.

Number

%

Bi

Total

-T;4- -17 -Tr

1.5

7

3.3

B

3.7

3.0

3

1L

2l

1.9

5

2.3

6.8

114

10.1

20

9.3

3.7

36

3.2

3

i.4

,338

3.6

29

L

5.8

33

2.6
2.6
2.9

981

2.6

34

2,236

6.0

2,5L8

den Retri ever 1,392

2,L7

Collie
Collie

---l--- -*-T5
5.1

29

Cocker Spani e'l

tes

NumbF-% Total

11

2.1

1

reed

1.4

782

Cockerpoo

B

3

t7

Chow &
Chow M'ix

b

1986

--l-p*aeq

3.3

Chi hauhua

Bites

II

1-

I

&

Mix

I
D

ach shu nd

Doberman
Gol

Husky

632

L.7

40

3.5

4

1.9

Iri sh Setter

570

1.5

24

2.1

0

0

Labrador

1,693

4.5

92

8.1

10

4.7

Lhasa Apso

1,409

3.9

16

L.4

3

1.4

Pit Bull & Mix

1,378

3.7

111

9.8

38

17.8

Poodl e

6, 138

16.5

78

6.9

5

2.3

1,834

4.9

23

2.0

1

0.5

972

2.6

10

0.9

1

0.5

6,825

18. 3

346

30.6

79

36.9

976

2.6

10

4.9

1

0.5

L,622
37,L71

4.4
99 .8

55

4.9
100.0

Sch nau ze

Shel

ti

r

e

tl

t

G. Shepherd
&

M'ix

Shi

h

Tzu

I

Terri er
Total

1,130

11

214

5.1
100.0
tl
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b) Severity of Bites

The Pinckney and Kennedy (1982) study reported data on 73

fatal'ities, 51 of whiclr occurred during a five year period ending on
April 30, 1980. They did not provide a breakdown of the breeds involved over thjs period so it is not possible to determine if there
were years when some dogs were more prominent than other. However,
pit bull terrjers represented 7.5% of the dogs involved in the fatal
attacks. By contrast, lrlright's (1985) data on severe dog b'ite injuries spanned a three year period ending June 30, 1982 and pit bu11
terriers represented 37.5% of the total number of dogs involved. For
a two-year period ending June 30, L987, the Humane Society of the U.S.
(HSUS) have reports of 22 fatalities attributed to dog attacks. Pit
bull terriers were involved in 15 - or 68% - of the attacks (K. Rindy
- personal communication, 1987).
the pit bull ternier population appears to have been rising
in recent years - for example the Michigan Humane Society took in 1200
pit bull terriers out of a total of 20,802 dogs in 1986 or 5.8% of the
shelter population (E. Liska - persohal communicat'ion,1987) - the
data reported by t'lright (1985) and the HSUS indicate that p'it bull
severe or fatal bite
terriers are grossly over-repreSented 'in the 'in
cases. As Lockwood and Rindy (1987) comment
these Proceedings,
patterns. Human
behavior
fnom
their
attack
be
can
expected
this
owners have sel ected f or behav'ior that resul ts i n i nf I i ct'ion of
maximum damage in the ShOrteSt possjble time. However, it should be
noted that the data in Pinckney and Kennedy (1982), Wright (1985) and
in the HSUS report also indicates that Saint Bernards, Huskies, any
wolf crossbreeds and penhaps German Shepherds should be included in
whatever breed-specific action towns and communities take to restrict
t,lhile.

dangerous dogs.

Thus, we conclude that pit bulI terrier attacks are 1ike'ly to
result in more severe wounds than t,hose caused by most other dogs. It
also seems obvious that the problem of severe pit bull terrier wounds
has worsened'in the last ten years. However, the average number of
fatalities every year has not changed. From 1975-1980, the average
was 1.0.2 a year. From Ju'ly, 1985 to.lune, 1987 the average was 1l' per
year. The only difference is that fatalities caused by p'it bull terriers are now much more comnon. According to Randall Lockwood (personal communication, 1987), one possible explanation of this is that
there are a group of owners from whose ranks most of the ki'l1er dogs
come and that these inresponsible owners now favor pit bull terriers
over whatever breed of dog they favored before.

Biting Strength
A number of newspaper and other articles have described the pit
as hav'ing a bjte power of 1800 pounds per square jnch or

bull terrier

-9-

of

double the bit'ing strength of othen dogs. I have seen no empirical
evidence to support such claims. Also, dny figures of bite power given
i n pounds per square 'inch are I i kely to be f i gments of the imag'inati on
since the actual force will depend on the relatjve sharpness of a
dog's teeth. (For example, stiletto heels cause much more damage than
flat heels because the wearer's weight is concentrated on one tenth of
a square'inch as opposed to 3-4 square inches). Brisbin (1984) has
examined pit bull anatomy and finds no unique structures that would
support the not'ion that pit bu1Is can "lock" their jaws nor that their
bite js that much stnonger than that of other dogs. It is probable
that most of the stories about pit bull terrier bite power stem from
the dogs'tendency to maintain their grip even in the face of blows
and other avers'ive stimul i .

I

I

-,

Gameness and Pain Tolerance

P'it bulI terriers have been selected for "gameness" - namely, the
w'i I I i ngness to conti nue to attack desp'ite exhausti on or gni evous i njuries. It is not clear what the molecular or neurochemical bases of
"gameness" might be but it is certainly possible that an increased
pain tolerance might be part of the phenomenon. Veterinarians report
that certajn dogs seem to show less pain and seem to be more stoic
than others. Hounds and pit bull terrjers are generally regarded as
falling 'into the stoic category. Thus, the Clifford et al (1983)
report of some pit bull terrjers confiscated fnom a dog fight stated
that "compared w'ith other dogs, the fighting dogs appeared to react
Iess to IV and IM inject'ions and to be Iess sensitive to pain".

rt

I

I

I

I have been unable to find any references to the comparative pain
tolerance of different breeds of dogs, but a recent case study involvjng a p'it bull tenrier is interesting and suggestive (Brown et dl'
1987). A 7-month old, male bull terrier was brought to the Veterinary
Teaching Hospital at the University of Georgia for diagnosis and
treatment of jts compu'lsive tail chasing behavior. The dog could not
be di stracted by audi tor"y, vi sual or tact'i I e stimul i and seemed unaware of painful st'imu1i, nepeatedly striking jts head on the cage
wal ls while tail chasing. A neunolog'ica1 examinatjon including EEG
and CSF analys'is produced no abnormal signs. Barbiturates and benzodiazepines (anti-anxiety agents) had no apparent effect on the dog's
behav'ior but the animal was very sens'iti ve to morphi ne. A dose of
lmg/kg of morphi ne sul fate produced profound sedati on that I asted
twelve hours. By contrast, a 20 mg dose of naloxone - a substance
that antagonizes the action of morphine and other narcotics - produced
nearly complete cessat'ion of circling behavior within 20 minutes and
the effect lasted fon 3 hours. A medicat'ion regimen was devised using
a long lasting mixed narcotic agonist/antagon'ist and,18 months 1ater,
the dog was reported to be do'ing we1'l .
According to the authors, tail chasing behavior has a high pnevalence in Bull Terriers. Such behavior also occurred in two close
-
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relatives of the dog mentioned here. The exaggenated response to morphine and apparent lack of pain perception, together with the effectiveness of naloxone treatment, indicates that there might be an'in-

creased number, affinity or act,ivity of endorphin (the endogenous
opiate) receptor sites. Endorphin receptors are involved in the pain
pathways and are responsible for increasing pain tolerance. Th'is case
suggests that there may be a hereditary basis for reduced pain sen-

sitivity.

This is slim data on which to draw the conclusion that pit bull
terriers are more tolerant of pain but such a conclusion is consistent
with the general observat'ion that it js very difficult to interrupt or
stop a pit bull terrier during an attack, even with blows and stimuli
that would cause pain in othen an'imals.
Aqqression, Behavior

Lurid adjectives have been applied to p'it bull terriers as the
of vicious Roman "war dogs" or as the descendants of 19thcentury fighting and guard animals. However, our understand'ing of the
factors leading to aggression is, to say the least, incomplete. There
is evidence that there ane genetic factors that control aggressive behavior but upbringing and environment can also play an important role.
Most of the controlled stud'ies on aggression have employed rats and
mice rather than dogs but it is likely that the pninciples are the
same or veny similar in both rodents and canines.
descendants

Inbred mouse str"ains vary considerably 'in their level of aggressiveness. For example, the DBA strain is nearly a'lways more aggressive
than the C57 strain although environmental conditions such as low
lighting or crowding modify the relative aggresiveness of the strains
(Pa1mour, 1983). The genetic contribution to aggressive behavior has
been particularity well documented by Ciarenel'lo (1979) who found that
fighting behavior in the mouse strains under study were controlled by
a single gene that appeared to be linked in some way to catecholamine
metabol'ism (catecholamines are an important class of neurotransmitter
substances). Palmour (1983) also reports that studies have shown that
aggressive behavior can be developed quickly - selective breeding of
mice produces strain behavional differences within only three generations. If this is also true of dogs, it has important implications
for the speed with which the behavior of a particular breed can be
changed.

The above

reports nepresent only a fraction of the studies on agin an'imals but they are reported here to illustrate

gressive behavior
two poi nts:

a) there are genet'ic controls on aggress'ive behavior,
-
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and

b)

aggress'ion can be bred 'into
qui ck1 y.

or out of a population

very

Finally environment also has important effects on behavior. Isolat'ion,
1 i ght'ing and other vari abl es af fect the I evel of aggressi on i n m'ice
and thene 'is ample anecdotal evidence that environmental factors and
training can change aggressive behavior in dogs.
Controlling the

r

I

Problem

The probl em of v'ic'ious dogs , as exempl j f i ed by pi t bul I terri er
attacks, has grown steadi1y worse during this decade. S'ince 1980, when
the city commision of Hollywood, Florida passed an or^dinance requiring
special registration for pit bull terr"iers, communities all across
America have made various attempts to ban on restrict these animals.
According to Marmer (1984), these ordinances repnesent a new development in municipal police power Iegislat'ion because they attempt to
classify a single breed (or a few breeds) of dog as'inherently dangerous. Thei r constitutional ity has been chal lenged because the ordinances naise quest'ions about dog owners' fourteenth amendment rights
of due process and equal protect'ion. In addition, the ordjnances have
been challenged on the basis that it is impossible to identify reliably a dog as a pit bu11 terrier. Animals known as pit bu'll terriers
(and hence class'ified as such in bite and dog attack reports) come in
a variety of shapes and sizes. In L982, the Evenglades Pit Bull Dog
Club challenged the Hollywood ordinance on the gnounds that it was
vague, arbitrary and unfair in violat'ing due process nights. They won
the'ir case. In 1987, an ordinance in Lynn, Massachusetts, forbidding
the acquis'ition of pit bull terriers was overturned by a Superior
Court Judge but another feature of the ordinance that banned the dogs
from roaming the streets was upheld. In other parts of America,
spec'ifjc pit bull terrier ordinances have been unopposed or have survi ved court chal I enges.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

A less contentious and, I believe, a more effective approach to
the problem is to take action against all dangenous or potentially
dangerous dogs regardless of the breed. For example, the data available on dog b'ites and severe injunies from dog bites indicates that,
if one is go'ing to develop a breed-specific ord'inance, the ordinance
should include not only pit bull terriers but a'lso Saint Bernards,
Huskies,
Spaniels
dog one
then the
ger.

Akitas?) and perhaps even Cocker
and Cockerpoos. UltimatelJ, it does not matter what breed of
i s tal ki ng about, 'if it i s dangerous or potenti a'l ly dangerous
community should take appropriate action to min'imize the danGerman Shephends, Chows (and

Two states have passed laws regulating vicious or dangerous dogs
Island (1985, amended 1986) and tl|ashington (1987). These
Rhode
Proceedings contain an account of the discussion surnounding the Rhode

-L2-
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Isl and I aw and

'its impact. The }Jashi ngton statute

a) a potentially 9alserous

def i nes

:

-

d,99;

as any dog which, when unprovoked, bites a human or domestic animal on
public or private property, wh'ich threatens in a menacing manner any
human, or which has a known tendency or disposition to attack unpnovoked

b) a dangerous

dgg;

as any dog which has been recorded by the authorities ds, without
provocation inflicting a severe injury on a human being, wh'ich has
without provocation, killed a domestic animal, and which has previously been found to be potentia'lly dangerous and the dog then attacks a
human

or domestic animal

c) a sevene iniury;

as any physica'l injury resulting jn broken bones'or lacerations
requiring multiple sutures or cosmetic surgery

and

d) a ploper englosure fgr a dangerous

dog;

wh'ile on the owners'property, a dangerous dog shall be securely confined indoors or in a securely enclosed and locked pen or structure
suitable to prevent the entry of young ch'ildren and designed to prevent the animal from escaping.

In orden to own a "dangerous" dog, the owner must obtain a certificate of registnation (not applied to pol'ice dogs) from the relevant
city or county animal control authority. Such a certificate will only
be issued if the owner provides evidence that he or she has a'proper
enclosure' equipped with a suitable warning sign, that he or she has a
surety bond of at least $50,000 and that he or she has liabi:lity insurance of at least $50,000. If the dangerous dog is outside the

proper enclosure it must be muzzled and'leashed and under the control
of a responsible person. "Potentially dangerous" dogs are to be controlled by whatever local ordinances the community deems to be necessary. Finally, dogs are not to be declaned dangerous if the threat or
injury was sustained by a person who was commltting a trespass, who
was intent upon some crime, op who was tormenting or abusing the
animal .

The penalties under the statute include confiscation

of the dog

'if the dog is not validly registered or kept in the enclosure. The
owner is liable to be guilty of a gross misdemeanor if the dog is outside the DroDer enclosure and not restrained by the owner. If a dangerous dob of an owner who has a prion convictiort under the relevant
itatute Uites any person or animai, the ov{ner is guilty of a class
felony. The owner of any dog that causes severe injury or death to

C

any human

shall be guitTJ-6'f a class

-13-

C felony.

F

As can be seen, the Washington statute establ'ishes severe penaltjes for people who do not adequately control dogs that are likely to
bite and cause severe injury. It also prov'ides for the possibif ity
that local communities might wish to restrict dogs that have a proven
or suspected tendency to bite. Given the cunrent attitude of most
people, it is likely that pit bull terniers of all types would be included in the "potentially dangerous" category.

t

Concl usi on

t bul I terri er owners have been d'i smayecl at the wave of
c hysteri a di rected agai nst the'i r animal s. One dog for exampl e,
was recently fire-bombed by an unknown assailant while it was in'its
enclosure. .Owners respond that all breeds contain an'imals of varying
nature and personality and that properly bred and naised pit bull terri ers make swe'et-tempered, I oya'l and protect'i ve pets (Lauer, 1984) .
However, thene is no quest'ion that worries about the breed have escal ated to an unprecedented extent. Whi I e Mi chi gan Humane Soci ety
shelter took in 1200 pit bull terriers in 1986, thejr numbers are up
25% so far in i987 (E. t-jska - personal communication, 1987). 0n the
other hand, people who see ownership of a pit bu11 terrier as conferring a macho status (and the meaner the dog, the higher the status)
are actively seeking the dogs. When a rumor spread that an animal
shelter run by the MSPCA was holding a pit bull terrier that had been
Ma

ny

p'i

publ i

jnvolved in an attack leading to a human fatality, there were six
calls to the shelter enquiring about adoption of the dog (C. Luke
personal communication, 1987). Thus, the irony is that one group of
owners who are concerned about the issue are turning in their pit bu11
terriens to be euthanized, while another group of owners who want aggressive dogs ane seeking out pit bull terriers. As a nesult, the

pit bull terrier attacks are 1ike1y to get wonse unless
become much mone serious in thein efforts to restrict the

problems w'ith

communit'ies
ownershjp of dangenous dogs whatever

the breed.

enough that the problem is a
People
must
be
urged
or
co-enced'into
taking appropriate
!.umanon".
steps to stop keeping agressive and, hence, dangerous dogs. Loew and
Fraser (1977) have argued that it is in the interests of responsjble
dog owners to impress upon irresponsible owners that they must prevent
anti-social behav'ior by the'ir dogs. In one flippant sense the ideal
pet dog woul d be toothl ess, steri I e, s'i I ent and constj pated to be
suited for life in an urban environment. However, one need not proceed to such an extreme. Selective breeding for more appropriate and
doc i I e behavi or wou"l d go a 1 ong way towa rd add ress'i ng one real and
pressing public health problem - dog bites. As Loew and Fraser (198a)
comment: -

UItimately, it cannot be stnessed

"Applied ethology has established that heredity affects behav'ior very
cons'idenably and that selective breeding in domesticated animals'is
capable of modulating the'ir behaviour. This basic fact is the ethologi cal 1 ong-term ansv',er to many of the probl ems somewhat unf ai 11y attributed to dogs, now subjected to city Iife for^ which man djd not
breed them, and to society's critisms."
-14-
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of the most controversial subjects in animal control legisa
lation'is the use of breed description automatically to characterize
p
bneed.
dog as vi ci ous or i n Some other way FeETFict ownershi .of _q
Thus far.1'pisuch breed-specific regulaiions have been specifically aimed
of
oniV t
t bul I s" , il though bieed cl ubs and other organ-i zat'ions
be
exmight
restlictions
such
dog owners have expiessed fears that
teiaeO to other bneeds 'in the f uture (Lockwood, 1986) . Th'is arti cl e
wi I I revi ew some of the hi stori ca1 , etho'log'ica1 and epi dem'iol ogi ca1
evidence relevant to the question of whether pit bulls.pnesent special
animal control problems that would justify unusual legislative action'
0ne

-

perspective, it is difficult to draw scispec'ific
entifical'ly sound conciusions about the dangers pg!.ed_ by a.bite
have
to
likely
breeds
most
bieed. Aithough many listings of the
ane
bite
rates
popular
press,
breed-specific
accurate
aoueared in the
both
good
fon
dat.a
require
statistics
Such
vbi:V Aifficult t6 iomputti.
and
in""nrr..uto.- (number of bites attributed to i part-icular breed)popthe denominator (number of animals of the breed in the total dog
that one have a detailed and accurate feulat1on). This necessitates
'including
reliab'le information about the bneed(s)
bites,
of-a1l
ioiis
involved and detailed demographics of
animils
of
all
and registr.ation
the dog population of the community in question.
From an epidemiological

Several studies have suggested that the bite rate for pit bulls
is sign'ificantly higher than for other breeds (Pickney and Kennedy,
1982; Multani ana Ciifford, 1985; Wlight, 1985). However' many factors can bias information used to derive breed-specific bite rates.
These include:
1.0ver-reporting of bited attributed to a particular breed;

2. Difficulty in identifying a particular

breed;

3. Under-reporting of the population of a particular breed,
including aberrant registration or licensing rates;
4. A tendency to find a specific breed within a population of
dog ownens who are more likely
in an irrespons'ible way.
-L7

-

to maintain their

animals

All of these factors may apply to analyses of pit buil bjte
rates. Fi rst , dog f i ghti ng and bi tes attri buted to fi ghti nq breeds
have attracted considerabl e attenti on i n the pri nt and el ectroni c
media. If a community is having a problem with dangerous dogs, any
bite or attempted bjte involving pjt bulls might be considered noteworthy, and thus may be more likely to be reported and recorded.

E

Second, the term "pit bull" is commonly used to describe a wjde
variety of registered and unnegistered dogs "including the Amenican Pit
Bull rerrier (registened by United Kennel club (uKC) and American Dog
Breeder Associ ati on-ADBA) and the Ameri can Staffordsh'i re Terri er
(American Kennel club-AKC). The tenm is also frequently applied to a
variety of other breeds including the AKC Staffordshir e Bull Terrjer,
Bul I Terrier and Bu11dog, as well as many mixtures of these breeds
with one another and with other breeds.

There has been considerable controversy over the abil ity of
animal contnol officens, 1aw enfoncement officials and veterinarians
to identify positive'ly, a specific individual as a,,pit bu11,,. In an
earlier survey of over 2,000 bite reports (Beck et.al.7975), we found
that any medium sized black and tan animal was likely to be necorded
as a "German shepherd". A similar bias to identjfy any stocky, shorthai red animal i nvol ved i n an attack as a pi t bul I seems to exi st
today. It is not unusual to find newspaper accounts of "pit bulI"
attacks accompanied by a picture of an animal that is a boxer, pug or
some other breed.

rd, bite rates w'ill be 'inf lated 'if the estimates of the total
number of animals of a specific breed are too low. Sevenal of the
above studjes made use of AKC registratjons to estimate the relative
frequency of various biting breeds in the total population of dogs.
This approach js likely to pnoduce erroneffi-Gsults for p'it bulls
9!ncg major registries other than the AKC exist for pit bull type dogs
(including UKC and ADBA) and very few dogs have dual registration.
Also, it is probable that pit bull ownens are less likely to negisten
or license thejr anjmals than owners of other breeds, given past attempts to impose restrictions on the breed.
Th

j

Finally, despite the ex'istence of many well-bred pjt bulls with
e owners, the past and present associ at'ion of the breed with
i'l 1'ega1 dog f ighfing rias meant' that a disproportionate number of
owners might be found within a segment of the population'likely to be
less responsible in the care and supervision exercised fon any type of
dog. Thus bite rates might be more reflective of the charEdteristics
of i rnesponsi bl e of,rners who happen, dt present , to show a
disproport'ionate preference for pit bu11 type dogs.
tlggpons-i bl

I

-l

lr

I

I

I

I
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Although a few communities claim to have documented higher bite
rates for pit bul'ls, the confounding factors mentioned above have not
been taken i nto consi derati on . U nfortunately, no statewi de on nati onwi de reporti ng systems exj st that woul d ai I ow any epi demi o1 ogi ca1
generaf izat'ions. However, jn the jnterest of addressing problems jn
it, is im[ortant to separate the epidemioiogical and
in. real wor"1d,
'issues
ethological
f nom those of pub'lic safety and legisl ation. It
may be unnecessary to demonstrate that p'it bulls are overrepresented
i n the popul at'ion of b'iti ng animal s at the .05 si gni f i cance I evel ,
only that there is gq[q predictable jncrease in risks assoc'iated with
the breed. Recenf-Eurt actions suggest that law enfoncement and
animal control agencies have a broad mandate to give the protection of
the publ ic prior"ity over the right to own property that might caLlse
harm. It seems likely that, in the absence of conclusive data, legislators will choose to err in the direction of safety.

in mind, we can attempt to address sevenal
F'i rst, are there biological or ethological reasons to
pi t bul I s 'i n general mi ght repnesent speci a1 dangers?
Second, can these rjsks be attributed to a'll pit bulIs and, if not,
With the above problem

questions.
expect that

ane there other predictive factors assocjated
owners that are 1 i kely to cause harm?

Some

with those dogs or the'ir

insights into these issues can be obtained by reviewing the

origin of these anima'ls. This paper is not intended to provide a
detailed history of the various pit bull type breeds. For in-d_epth
information see the "Pit Bull Report" (Lockwood and Miller,1986
available fnom the HSUS) or other standard references on these breeds
(e.g. Matz, 1984; Semen'ic, 1984). Briefly, all of these dogs trace
their ancestry to the Bulldogs of the nineteenth century. These
were originally used in bull-bait'ing in England. When that was
animals
'l 'l
made i egal i n 1835, organi zed dog f i ghti ng became popul ar, wi th the
resulting proliferati0n of small dogs bred for combat. These
popular in America about the time of the Civ'il War.

animals

became

United Kennel Club was organ'ized'in 1898 to register Pit Bull
Tenriers, which were not being registered by the American Kennel C'lub
(founded 'in 1884) and to stanaarO'ize the rules of dog f jght'ing. The
AKC began registering these animals as Staffordshire Terriers in 1935,
renaminq the breed the American Staffordsh'ire Ternien in 1972. Today,
both A(C and UKC have taken a stand against dog fighting, but animals
of al1 regi stri es are often st'il I prided for the'ir "gameness".
The

A long history of breeding for bull-baiting and fighting has had
profound effects on the genetic pred'isposition of many of the fighting
breeds. These effects have, in many cases, been counteracted by a
-19-
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shorter history of selection for qual ities that might make these
animals suitable as household companions. The extent to which the
original temperaments of these breeds have been a1tered by breeding is
often di ffi cul t to predi ct i n a gi ven j ndi vi dual ..
The following characteristics of fighting dogs are relevant to
considerat'ion of the problems these animals may pnesent.

1. Aggression against dogs and other

animals

The primary quality for wh'ich these animals have been selected is
"gameness". A game animal is one which is ready and willing for
combat and unyi eld'ing i n the battl e with another creature. Th j s 'is
neflected in certajn genetically based characteristics. 0ne such
characteristic is a low level of inhibition of fighting.

Most *ito and domestic dogs fight one another only to drive a
q'ival away from some d'isputed object, either food, mate or territory.
Ihe attack ends when the rival w'ithdraws or displays signals of surrender. If this end can be achieved by bluff, such as growling or
staning, that is usually the preferred tactjc. Actual attacks ane reserved for "last nesort" confrontations. In fighting breeds this 'inh'ibi ti on has been selected agai nst. The an'imal s wi I I f ight with no
provocation and a game animal will fight until complete exhaustion or
death. In this sense the animals are not "doing what comes natunally". This behavior js total1y abnormal in an evolut'ionary or ecological sense, and is strictly the result of human intervention. This
I owered j nhi bi ti on of aggressi veness usual 1y app'l i es to other speci es
as wel l , parti cu'larly smal I er an'irnal s such as cats.

r

II

I

Predatory attacks

in w'ild and domestic dogs are usual'ly triggered

flight of potential pney. Thus individuals of many breeds may
pursue and attack moving animals and objects such as joggers, bicycles
and cars. Animals selected for bull-baiting and pit fighting had to
by the

show

their

gameness

against animals that were either restrained or

confined. Thus these animals, and their descendants, are more likely
to attack targets that do not flee or show other behaviors that could
be construed as provocation

for attack.

I

seems to include a genetically based lowering
Many fighting breeds show no outward sign
d'isturbances by severe i nj uri es.
Gameness

also

sensit'ivity to pain.

of
of

lr

I
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2. Comnunication

ljke wolves, are highly soc'ial with a rich repertoire of
them to know the mood and'intentions of the'ir companions and allow them to communicate their own intentions to others.
An'imals selected for fighting gained an advantage by not revealing
their intentions or weaknesses, and by not being inhibited by displays
of submjss'ion or surrender jn their opponents. This has had a profound effect on the behavior of today's pit bulls. These animals offer
little or no indication that a charge on attack is imminent. They often fail to give warning with either a growl, aggressive facial expnession or other sign. In fights with other dogs, they often appear
to be 'insensitive to normal "cut-off" behav'iors that usually stop aggnessi on. For exampl e, rol I i ng over and expos'i ng a 1 i ght undersi de i s
usually an effect'ive display of defeat in combat between normal dogs.
0n several occasions pit bulls have been reported to disembowel other
Dogs,

signals that allow

dogs of f eri ng thi

3. Attack

s

si gnal

of

subm'iss'ion.

Behaviors

Dogs use many different styles of attack against members of their
own and other species. Many bneeds have styles of biting that reflect

the purpose for which they were bred. For example, guard dogs such as
German Shephards tend to restrain their enemies by grabbing and hold-

ing.

The fighting breeds have been selected to inflict maximum damage
their opponents. This is tisually accomplished by silSTdTh'-ed grabbing, holding, shaking and tearing. It should be noted that, to our
knowledge, there is no direct evidence of unusually gneat biting force
in these dogs. In fE-ct no bite fonce measures have ever been reported
in the veterinary'ljterature. Nor do these animals possess any unusual
adaptations for "locking" their jawS. The increased destructiveness
of pit bull bites seems to be attributable to behavioral factors of

on

persistence and stamina, rather than biomechanical ones.

4.

Aggression touards peoPle

The

fighting

dogs

of the

n'ineteenth century generally posed

1it-

tle or no thneat to people. These animals were disqualified in the p'it
if they exhibited aggression to their handlers or other people. Early
in this century several former fighting breeds such as the Bull Terri er and Engl i sh Bul I dog were speci f i ca'l'ly sel ected f or good di spos'iti ons around peopl e.

As menti oned ear^l i er, AKC, UKC and ADBA animal
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s are al I

descended

from fighting stocks. Breed standards for the American Staffordshire
Terrier and the American Pit Bull Terrier make little or no reference
to temperament, although an anima'l that attacks either a person or a
dog in the show ring may be disqualified. Many indivjdual breeders
have attempted to produce animal s with stabl e d'i spos i ti ons towards
people, and there are many examples of well-behaved dogs of these
breeds, but there have been no uniform standar^ds in this d'irection.
Non-registened and pit bull mjx dogs, which are becorning increasingly
popular, have been subjected to even less selectjon for stable temperament than their reg'istered counterparts.

The widespread pr^actice of hybridizing American Staffordshire
Tenriens and American Pit Bu'lI Terriens with othen breeds can produce
animals that are part'icu1ar1y dangerous. These dogs were hjstorically
br-ed to show little aggression to man, while other breeds wjth which
they are commonly hybridized, such as the German Shepherd, Bullmas-

tjff, Rottweilen and Rhodesian R'idgeback, have been selected for use
as guards against human intruders. The resu'lt can easily be an animal
wjth the fighting potential of the classic pit dog and the potential
aggress'iveness

to man of these guard dogs.

In view of the lack of uniform standards of

temperament,

the lack

of inhibition of aggression, the strength and tenacity of attacks and
the f ai I ure to show appropr^i ate warn'ing si gns of aggressi on one mi ght
expect to find rjsks associated with these animals. As mentioned
above, little reliable evidence about bneed-specific bite rates is
avajlable, and most of the existing studies are subject to many confounding factors. We w'ill try to gain some additional insight using
ev'idence from two other sources - reports of fatal attacks and a survey

of press reports of

dog bites.

Although many dog bites go unreported to either the press or
heal th depantments, we are f a'ir1y certai n that vi rtual'ly al I dogrelated fatalities are reported. When we learn of such an inc'ident
thnough local humane groups, veterinarians, health departments or the
Press, we contact the appropniate authorities to get a complete necond
of the i nc'ident and subsequent 'investi gati ons. In several cases, one
of us (RL ) has been ab'le to conduct on-si te 'i nvest'igati ons .
During 1986 we received reports of I? fataljties from dog attack
(see Table 1). 0f these, T involved at least one pit bull. Eleven of
the 12 fatalities involved childnen age 7 or under. A less comprehensive survey of fatal attacks between October 1983 and December 1984
yielded neports of 9 additional fatalities, T of which involved at
least one pit bull. Thus, two thirds of the fatalities we have learned
of during the last three years have involved pit bulls of some sort.
-22-
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Based on past and current AKC and UKC registrations and AKC estimates
of the ratio of unregistered to registered dogs, we r,oughly estimate
that there are between 500,000 and 1 million dogs that could be considered pit bulls in the U.S. This represents about L-2% of the dog
population. Thus it seems clear that these animals are oven-represented jn the small population of dogs jnvolved in human fatalities.

Table

l.:

Fatal Dog Attacks (f986)
m's

ace

e

LZ/ZS Apison,

ll/21
l0/26
9/??
9l1B
9/2

TN

Decatur,
Denver,
El i

GA

C0

zabethtown,

Forest C'ity,
DALLAS,

NC

TX

PA

e/5ex

Doq(s) Invo

Female, 3 years

1

l4a

Male, 4 years

3

pi

Ma'le, 3 yeans

1

t
pit

Male, 7 years

1

Coonh ou

Male, 4 years

1

wol

FEMALE, 14

1

MONTHS

1

ll
6/t0
5/5
4/24
7

Kobuk,

Ramsey,

14l

Anchorage,

0steen,

AK

FL

0R
L/ZA Longview, TX

4/L0

Gresham,

1

pit

Female, 2 years

1

wol

e,

79 years

bu11
n

d

f x shepherd

PIT BULL MIX AND
mix breed pup

Male, 20 months

Ma'l

bu'11 s

"husky type"

Female, 2 years

AK

I amute

dog

bu11

f x husky

1

pit

bu11, boxer

1

mi

breed

x

Male, 5 Years

I pit bull

Ma1e, 6 years

A

and

t least 4 plt bulls

injuries inflicted by pit bulls in those cases for which we
details were noticeably diffenent from those seen in fatal attacks by other breeds. Pit bull victims typically had large portions
of ti ssue torn away, whereas v'i ct'ims of other bieeds typicai 1y di ed
from a smaller number of exsanguinat'ing injuries or from a single
crushing injury to the brain or spinal cord. A more detailed review
is in preparation.
The

have

As mention above, there is no central'ized reporting of dog attacks. In an attqmpt to gain insight into serious, non-fata'l dog
attack injuries, h,e reviewed press clippings of 278 dog attacks compi I ed by two c'l i ppi ng serv'i ces f rom approximately 1,100 newspapers
during the period from January 1, 1986 to 0ctober 1, 1986. We attemp-23-

ted to abstract as much information as possible from each report, fo1lowing the format used by Beck et.al. (1975) in their survey of police
reports.

We recognize that th'is analysis cannot be used to draw breedspecific conc'lusions about bite qate9, since there may be a contemporany bias to report pit bull aTfaEk-s more often than those of othen
breeds. In fact, over half of the neports dealt w'ith p'it bull incidents (see Table 2). Thus,'in thjs analysis, we are not attempting
to address the question "are pit bulls diffenent?", b[I-Tnstead are

asking "are pit bull attacks different?" Sevenal relevant differences
are indicated by this-Jffi.

Tab'le

2:

Breeds Named in Newspaper

Bite Reports

(l{=278)

Breed

Pit bull, Pit bull

143

5r,4%

German Shepherd, GS mix

3Z

17.5%

Dobenman, Dob mix

20

7.2%

Lab, Lab mix

13

4.7%

Chow, Chow mix

B

2.9%

Akita

4

1.4%

f4ix Breed (Unspecified)

18

6.1%

0ther

t7

6.5%

23

B.

Un

m'ix

known

3%

bite cases involve ch'ildren (Beck et.a1., 1975)
in these reports (Table 3). However, a h'igher pro-

Most serious dog

and

that

was tnue

portion of pit bull victims (54.1%) is. made up of adolescents (>15
years) and adults, than among victims of.other breeds (38.1%). This
would suggest that greater size and maturity is less of a defense
against pit bulls than other attacking breeds. L'ikewise, familiarity
w'ith the animal appears to provide less protection in the case of pit
bulls. 0f the 143 pit bul'l attacks, lg (13.3%) involved attacks on
the owner, compared with 3 of 135 (2.2%) attacks by other breeds.
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Table

3:

Age

of Victim
ther

V'ictims

l Ctlm'S
years

Breed V'i ct'ims

(26.3%)

5-9 years

24

(re.7%)

31

10-14 years

10

(

8.2%)

l7 (t4.4%)

( 4.t%)
8 ( 6.6%)
7 ( 5.77")
4 ( 3.3%)

( 2.5%)
3 ( 2.5%)
5 ( 4.2%)
4 ( 3.4%)

5

15-19 yeans
20-29 years

30-39 years
40-49 years
U

nspec'i f i ed Adul

t

42 (34.4%

3

30 (25.5%

iniuries as "serious" if the repont indicated a
or other medical intervention. 0f
hospitalization,
need for suturing,
pit
bull
55 were reported t9 be "serious"
attacks,
the 143 reports-of
(38.5%). bf tne 135 attacks by other breeds,36 (?6.7%) wene charact,erized in this way. This suggests two things. First, it indicates
that the press is not more ljke'ly to report non-serious bites from pit
bulls just becauseTfiey involve this breed, otherwise we would expect
l,le Characterized

higher pnoportion

of

records

of

non-serjous

pit bull bites.

Second,

of-the 91 incidents reported involving a serious bite, 60.+% _involved
pit bulls. Thus, in these reports, pi! bu'lls are more likely to be
involved'in serious bites and senious bites tend to involve pit bulls
more than other breeds.

-

Two other measures of the severity of bites are the incidence of
bites to the iace and the number of bites involv'ing multiple iniuries
to sevenal body areas. Details of the part of the body injured (w!'rgng
known) are given in Table 4, Ch'ildren'under 9 tend tb rece'ive a high
proportion of face bites from all breeds. There is no d'ist'inction
Letween pit bulls and othen breddlTn the number of facial injuries to
any group. However, pit bulls are more l'ike1y to have inflicted mul-

tiple injuries

on olden victims.

Previous studies of dog bite epidemiology (e.9. Beck et.al.,
1975) suggested that the majority of incidents involve free-roaming,
owned anlmals. Virtually all of the dogs in these cases were owned,
but a surprising number were restrained at the t'ime of the attack. In
the case of pit Sull bites,6l. of 143 (43%) involved animals that were
fenced, chained or inside prior to the incident. Twenty cases (14%)

involved animals that escaped by jumping fences or breaking.chains immediately befone the attack. 0f the 135 cases involving other breeds,
-25-

36 (26.7%) involved restrained animals, but only one (.7%) broke restrai nt to i ni ti ate the attack.
Table

4: Severity of Dog Bite Injuries
ur

(= 9 years

er

24/41 (58.5%)

Face Bi tes

e/41

Mulitple
> 9 yeans

ctims

34/sa rcj.7%)

9/55 (16.1%)

(22.0%)

Face Bites

1o/Bo (r2.5%)

7

/65

(10.8%)

Multir;]_e

28/80 (35.0%)

12

/65

(

18.

57, )

Most dog b'ites are unprovoked, and that is supported by the
events recorded 'in the press accounts. Table 5 describes the victims'
jnteraction with the dog in the 163 'instances in which deta'ils were
p rov i ded .
The most noteworthy di sti ncti on between attacks i nvol vi ng
pit bulls and those of other breeds'is that 24.8% of the formen involve the victim coming to the aid of an animal or penson already injured
by the animal in question. This occurred in 8.1% of the attacks by
other breeds.

Tab'le

5:

,I,nteq'acti
No Di..

Victim Interaction with Dog (t'lhere

on

# of

- inactive, walking
- run, bi ke, p'lay
- other
Interacting with

Animal

- feed, pet, play
misc. friendly

- aid'ing injured
- aiding injured
-

and

anima'l

Pi

t

Bul

Known)

I Cases # 0ther Breed Cases

38/101

(37.6%)

e/t}L
t2/t}t

(8.9%)

42/L}L

(11.9%)

7.9%)

5/101 (

t7

5.0%)

(24.2%)

7/62 (i1.3%)
8/62 (12.e%)
32/62

(41.6%)

8/101 (

L5/62

(5r.7%)

/62

(27.4%)

3/62 (

4.8%)

del i berate provocati on

5/101 (

5.0%)

4/62 ( 6.5%)
L/62 ( 1.6%)

other

4/L1t (

4.07")

7

Th

person

i s overvi ew suggests

20/t1L

that, to
-26-

( 19.8%)

some

/62

(11.37")

extent, some pit bulls

present special problems. They account for a disproportionate numben
of fatal attacks, althOugh these are few in number. l,lhen they do attack, they are more 11kely than other breeds to attack wh'ile resand to cause iniuries to adults and
trained or break out of reslraint,
jt
their ot,{nens. However, should be noted that many non-fatal dog
bites that occur do not involve pit bulls.
t hough these general
that we cannot use them to
i ndi v i dual animal . A dog's
fi ve factors:
A1

j zati ons seem to be supportable, we feel
make predictions about the behavior of an
tendency to bi te is a product of at least

- the dog's genetic pnedisposition to be

aggnessi ve

- the early social'izat'ion of the animal to peopl e
- i ts trai ni ng for obedi ence or mi stnai ni ng for fi ghti ng
- the quality of cane and supervision
- the behavior of the victim

provided by the owner

All of these factors interact. The first is the only one direcrelevant to the issue of breed-spec'ific restrict'ions. Are "p'it
bu1 I s" , as a group, suff i ci ently gentiti ca1 ly uni form and predi ctabl e
j n thei r potent'ial for aggres- si on to warrent speci a'l restri cti ons?
Responsible breeders argue that they are not. None of the 1986 fatalities involved AKC or UKC registered animals and no mention of registration was made'in any of the press accounts of non-fatal bites. Although the nature and severity of p'it bull attacks that do occur are
consistent wlth the effects of selection for fighting that we discussed above, we must recognize the incnedible variability in the
anima'ls that are called "pit bulls" and in thejr owners.
tly

The genet'ics Of canine aggresSion are still poorly understood,
although the existance of many breeds selected for aggression under
different circumstances clearly demonstrates a strong genetic component to some aspects of this behavior. It is quite possible that
when discussing "pit bulls" we are dealing with a variety of genetically diverse animals. The long history of selection for gameness has
produced the characteristic "fighting dog". The shorter history of
breeding for pet qualities has clearly overcome many of the negative
characteristics in responsibly bred animals. A mone recent interest
in overall "meanness" among less responsible owners and breeders seems
to have existed for at least 10 to'20 generation of dogs, which may
partially account for the recent upswing of problem animals.

-21
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The rema'i ni ng featunes of dog attack are al I human vari abl es
related to the level of owner responsibility and superViTiiln'. t''lany pit
bull owners are nesponsible people well aware of the history of these
breeds, who attempt to correct problems that might remain from the
past. 0thers are ignorant of the breed, as are the owners of other
breeds. Most troublesome are owners specifically seeking a "mean dog".
In these hands, any dog js liable to become a menace and a pit bull
may compound the problems. Finally, thene continues to be an interest
in dog fighting. The dogs that prove to be too aggness'ive to people
to be useful for dog fighting sti'11 wind up jn the hands of the third
group.

The common theme in virtually all of the fatal and non-fatal
attacks we reviewed was that the owner had not taken appropriate steps
to prevent h'is or her animal from becoming a problem. It should be
emphasized that simply placing an animal behind a fence or on a chain
shoul d not be considered suffi ci ently responsi bl e behavi or, particularly in the case of a breed or individual inclined to attempt to
attack other animals.
Pt"oblems of ir^responsible ownership are not unique to pit bu11s,
nor will they be'in the future. For this reason we feel that effective animal contnol legislat'ion must emphas'ize responsible and humane
ownershjp of sound animals and responsible supervision of children and
animals when there is a chance that they will interact. we believe
that this can be accomplished in a number of ways:
- Strengthen and enforce laws against dog fighting to eliminate
the "macho image" of this activity.

-

Introduce and enfonce strong animal control laws wh'ich can
identify problem animals and owners before tragedy stnikes.
(Guidelines for such ord'inances ane available from the Humane
Society of the U.S. 2100 L St. NW, Washington, DC 20037).

-

Introduce programs that educate the public to the need for
responsible ownersh'ip and to the problems of dog b'ites.

We feel that it is poss'ible to protect the health and safety of
the public, and, at the same time, preserve the rights of pet owners.
By placing greater emphasis on respons'ib1e and humane animal care,
communi ti es can go a l ong way toward sol vi ng the'i r current an'imal

problems and prevent'ing new ones.
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AGGRESSION

IN

ANII,IAL BEHAVIM

BY

AMY

R.

IIARDER, V.l*|.D.

Aggress'ion to peopl e among pet dogs j s the most common behav'ior
presented to animal behaviorists. Canine aggression may be defined as
any type of behavi or threat i nvol ves growl i ng, threateni ng bar"ks,
snapping, biting or other threat displays. In nearly all cases, the

aggress'ive displays exhibited are normal species typical signals.
These behavi or s serve adapti ve functi ons when uti I i zed for i ntraspeci fic communication among dogs. However, v,/hen used for interspecific communication between dogs and people, they ane unacceptable.
In othen words, while gnowling and biting are admirable substitutes
for overt fighting and killing among members of a canine pack, a dog
that growls at or bjtes a person is dangerous.

fol

According to Borchelt, aggression may be classjfied
ng functi onal categori es:

into

I owi

Dominance aggression: The dog,

usually an adult ma1e, djrects
the aggression toward family members. It assumes dominance

, res i sts submi ssi ve postures , guards cri t'i cal resources, such as food, nesting area, or favorite person, and
often escalates its aggression when punished. Dogs are often
very friendly strangers.
postures

Possessive aggression: Aggress'ion is directed to animals or
people which approach the dog when 'it possesses either food
or objects. This type of aggnession occurs 'in both males and
females and is not age-related.

Protective aggression: Aggression exhibited by e'ither

or female dog, when a person or animal
the dog' s owners , or other anlmal s .

male

approaches an area,

Predatory aggression: Aggression consisting of a chase or
bite d'irected to animals or humans, exhibitied by both males
and femal es.
Fear-induced aggression: Aggression d.i rected to animal s or
is approached or reached for. Occurs equal 1y
in males and females and if often accompanied by facial and
body postures indicative of fear.
humans when dog
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Intermale aggression: Aggression between male dogs.

Interfemat" ugg."rsion: Aggression between female dogs'

Pain-elicited aggression: Aggression in response to a person's attempt to groom, medicate, or manipulate a painful
anea.

Punishment-elicited aggression: Aggression which occuns
a dog 'is exposed to an aversive stimulus.

when

l{aternal aggression: Aggression exhibited by bitch when individuals approach puppies, puppy surrogates' or nesting
area.

Redirected aggression: Aggression which occurs when a person
or animal inienferes when the dog is threatened or fighting.

to belief, dogs rarely, if ever bite because they are
hungry.
The final expression of any behavior, whether related to aggresContrary

sion or not, iS the outcome of complex interaction of components. As
are physical characteristics, a certajn behavioral genetic predispos!tion js inhenited. Indiv'lduals within a popu'lation vary considerably
due to a complex inheritance involving many genes. Natural select'ion
chooses those individuals which are most fit,-i.e. well adapted to the
environment. Through artificial selection, man has chosen the traits
wh i ch he consi ders desi rabl e , even i f they are not adapti ve. Fori nstance, Pit bu'lls have been artificially selected for gameness and
fightl ng abi I ity.
Eanly experience such as socialization during the so-called sendevelopment and learning e.g. rewards and punishment
administered by owners, 'interact with the genet'ic groundwork and have
a powerful iniluence on the outcome of a behavior. Thjs point 'is
beauti ful ly demonstrated by Kuo' s 1930 experiment i n whi ch he di v'id'ied
kittens into 3 groups. Half of the kittens'in each group where fed a
vegetarian meal and half were fed meat. The first group was raised
only w'ith other kittens, while the second group was raised with a ratkilling mother and the third with rats. 85% of the kittens raisd with
nat-kiiting mothers became rat killers. 45% of the kittens raised with
other kittens killed rats, while only 17% of the kittens raised with
rats became rat killers. Although the k'ittens raised with other kittens could be easily trained to kil'l rats if hungry, those raised with
rats could not be trained to become rat killers.

sitive period of
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fact the some of the kittens could be trained to kjll rats,
but only if they were hungry, demonstrated the importance of physiological state on the outcome of behavior. Most pet owners are all too
familiar w'ith the influence of hormonal status on an animal's behavjor. For instance, a female cat is much mone likley to spray when
she is in estrus. Two male dogs are much more apt to fight if their
hormones are stimulated by the presence of a bitch in heat.
The

F'inal'ly, speci fc envi ronment stimul i are often necessary to evoke
a certain behavior^. For example, a dog wh'ich is very afraid of loud
noises, ffidJ only be destructive on the Fourth of July in nesponse to
the fi reworks.

It'is

difficult to determine the degree to which genes
or env'ironment contribute to the manifestations of a certain behavior.
An offspring of two dogs which are aggressive wjll not necessarily
display aggression unless it receives the proper combination of genes,
early experience, learning and oppor^tunities (stimul i ) to be aggressive. Physical appearance on the other hand is so1e1y dependent on
genes. It is practical 1y impossible to predict a behavior"al type
based on physical appearance alone. To conclude the all Pit Bulls are
aggressive based on the facts that they have been selected in the past
for their gameness and fight'ing ability, and the some pti bulls are
aggressive, does not take jnto account the genet'ic variablity and the
complex interaction of genes and envinonment on the outcome of a
behavi

extremely

or.

Since we know that the man'ifestion of aggressive behavior is 'influenced by several factors, to prevent aggression in dogs, we must
"attack" the prob'lem from several angles. Genetics: we shourd not
breed dogs which display aggression, to people or other dogs. l,Ie must
also work to stop the dog fighting industry so these dogs are not
bred. Discourage ignorant breeding. Early experience: Puppies should
be knowledgable about the importance of socialization. "Backyard
breeding" should be discouraged. Learning: Friendly behavior needs
to be reinforced, aggres-sive behavior -di-scouraged from any early age.
Protection training should be best be left to law enforcement agencies
and unglorified. Physiologic stimuli: Dogs cannot be aggressive unless given the opportunity. Enforce leash laws!
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COI{]{ECTICUT CA}III{E CONTR(L PERSPECTIVE
BY

JANIS

A. SCHROEDER

CON}IECTICUT CANINE CONTRO.

DEPARIIIENT OF

AGR

ICULTURE

HARTFMD, CT

The Connecticut Canjne Contro'l Divisjon is comprised of Ch'ief
Frank Intino, Assistant Chief Paul Deneault, and twelve Canine Control
Officers who are assigned to various areas of the State. Connect'icut
al so has two Regional Can'i ne Control 0ffi cers and three Assi stant
Regi onal Can'ine Control 0f f i cers. t^l'ith'in the two regi onal areas these
officer^s perform the duties and enforcement of dog laws in place of

local dog wardens.

of the Canine Control Officers are many and varied.
The most important duty is the enforcement of Connecticut State
Statutes, Laws Relating to Dogs, Chapter 435 of Connecticut General
Statutes. The Department of Agriculture licenses and regulates pet
shops, commerc'ia1 kennels, grooming facilities, dog trainers, veterinary hospitals that board for non-medical purposes, and local canine
shelterS or dog pounds. The Canine Control Officers inspect these
f ac i I i ti es on a regu'l ar basi s for di sease, sani tat'i on , and humane
The duties

treatment compliance with regulations. The Canine Control 0ffjcers
a'lso investigate al1 damage clajms against the State that involve the
killing of domest'ic livestock by dogs. In addition the Canine Control
0fficers meet with towrt and city officials for the purpose of shelter
impnovements, setting up license surveys, assisting with interviews
for dog warden and aSsiStant dog warden positions, training new v,,ardens, and requesting necessary equipment for the warden. They also
supervise and ass'ist local dog wardens in their assigned areas and
require, by statute, that wardens submit a report of their activities
on a monthly basis on a form supplied by the State. This form indicates the number of impounded dogs and disposition of same, number
of complaints handled by the dog warden and number of arnests.

all dog bites that are reported to the
dog warden and a quarantine form is filled out by the dog warden as to
name of dog owner, victim, desCription of the dog, license number, and
addresses of a'll parties concerned. If the dog bite takes place on
the property of the dog owner, the dog is quarantined by the dog warden on the property. If the dog bite takes place off the property of
the dog owner, the dog must be quarantined off the premises at a
A record

is

also kept of

veterinary hospital, conmercial kennel, or the dog pound. Connecticut
has a fourteen-day quarantine period for rabies observation.
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Approximately 3200 dog bjtes are reported each year in Connecticut in which dogs were placed in quarantine and bites wene recorded.
As of this time, Connecticut does not have a large number of dog bites
that can be attributed to pit bull terrier type animals. However,
there have been several severe bites recorded as a result of attacks
by pit bulls and staffordshire terrier type dogs.

- bites jnvolved two women trying to break
up a dog fight between two pit bull terriers and a cocker spaniel. Injuries 'included multiple bites inflicted
and arm broken by one of the pit bul1s.
2. Branfond 1984 - 24 year old woman suffened multip1e
bites after being attacked by two roaming staffordshjne
terri ers. Vi ctim requi red hospi tal j zat'ion.
3. Monroe 1986 - man rece'ived bites on arm and 1eg as a
result of pit bull type dog attempt'ing to attack puppy.
4. Shelton 1986 - staffordshire terrier with litter of puppies was appnoached by a thnee year old girl who wanted
to play with a puppy. Dog became aggressive and child
1.

Milford

1978

rece'ived mul ti pl e b'ites on thi ghs and buttocks. Connect'icut owner but i nc'ident occurred 'in West Vi rgi ni a.

connecticut does not p'lan to ban the Bull Terrier, American p'it
Bul1, or the Staffordhire Bull Terrier. The state would, howeven, l'ike
to see al I Bul I Terri ers, Ameri can Pj t Bul I s and Staffondshi r.e Bul I
Terriers registered by their ov{ners under a special reg'istnation that
would guarantee confinement, and provide an extra measure of public
safety. The Commissioner of Agriculture would make such regulatjons
as were deemed necessary to mai nta'i n proper confj nement of the dogs
and to establ'ish procedures forinspecti ons of prem'ises. Because of
the severity of the bites and their history as fighting dogs, pit bu11
breeds draw mone attention than other b'iting dogs. When any vic'ious
dog becomes a threat to soc'iety, the threat should be eliminated
through due process

of

law.

Unfortunately, thene will always be breeders who breed for profit
rather than temperament or quality. Th'is js seen in such popular
breeds as the Doberman, Gerrnan shepherd, and the Boxer. These are only a few of the breeds that have been ruined in the name of profit.
There are many more and the list continues to grow. Many dogs end up
in the local pounds, vict'ims themselves of ai'oversupply. "Some of
these dogs become aggress'ive and v'icious, and threaten pubf ic safety.
0thers become frightened and defend themselves out of fear and distrust. There are also those dogs that have been abandoned by their
ownens and are just trying to survive. Society continues to face the
problem of the roaming dog. Approximately 30r000 dogs per year are
impounded by

the local dog wardens throughout the
-34-

169 towns and c'it'ies

i n Connecti cut.

is no easy answer to the problem of the roarning dog. In
Connecti cut there are excel I ent I aws pertai ni ng to dog control .
Certainly strict enforcernent of those laws that apply to the stray and
roaming dog, and licensing and responsible pet ownersh'ip ane favorable
sol uti ons. At th'i s time there are sufficient Connecticut State
Statutes pertai ni ng to j nci dents i nvol v.ing v'ici ous and aggressi ve
dogs. Emphasis should be placed on pub"lic education and awareness of
There

the potential problern regarding these types of animals.

-
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,THE CITY PUTS THE
BITE ON THE IIACHO DOG'
LOCAL GOVERI{MENT CON]RO- OF VICIO'S DOGS
BY

JOSEPH

H. I.IEIL

CITY ATTMNEY
s}IEETI{ATER,

I

The July 74 issue of Newsweek Magazine, in an article entitled
"The Macho Dog to Have" , descri bes the Pi t Bul I as : "a dog br^ed for^
both viciousness and courage and a member of a fast-expanding pack
nationwide." The article speculates that there ane about 200,000 Pit
Bull dogs in this country and quotes Dr. Randall Lockwood, the Director of Higher Education of the Humane Society of the U.S., as stat'ing
that "the pit buIt has neplaced the German shepherd and the Doberman
as the macho dog to have."

The Newsweek artjcle also addnesses the question of what is a Pit
. It is "a term used to describe Amerjcan Staffordsh'ire terriers,
bul terriers and any number of crossbreeds wjth similar physiques.'l
"Descended from old English lines used to attack bulls for
sport, these dogs are now often bred to compete 'in illegal,
fight-to-the death gambling events. And they ane powerful,
ranging in weight frorn 40 to 70 pounds. A champion has jaws
that clamp down with 1,500 pounds of pressure - tw'ice the
b'ite of a German shepherd. "Gameness," an eagerness to take
on opponents no matter how'injured, runs deep in the genes,
as does the tendency not to snarl on crouch before an attack,
Bul I
1

as most dogs do."

Dr.

Lockwood,

writing in the l.linter 1986 edjtion of the

Humane

Society News, comments on legislative attempts to address the Vicious
Dog problem. An earljer article by l'lilliam H. Hoffard, published in
March/Apri1 1984 Community Award Control also djscusses the problems
raised by the'initial attempts to regulate pit bull dogs.
EARLY

e

rst

PIT

BULL LEGISLATION

to deal w'i th the probl em of pi t Bu I I dogs ,
were made by local government and involved the passage of ordinances
wh i ch deal t w'ith the Pi t Bul I as a speci a1 breed. The author-i ty of
local govennment to regulate dogs under the po'lice power has been upheld by the courts of this country since colonial times (53 univ. of
Cincinnati Law Review, 1067, 1069). Under the police powen, most
Iocal government iurisdictions have enacted ordinances which require
Th

fi

atternpts
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registration of dogs,
weaning

diction

payment of license fees, and the nequired
dog tags by such animals to show compljance. Many iurishave also enacted leash laws and ordinances to pr^ohibit dogs

of

from running
.) .

#I7

f
f
f
r
T
11-

at large

(53 U.

of Cjn. L. Rev.1067,1070, foot note

The police power 0f local governrnent is limited by the applicat'ion of the fourteenth amendment to the Uni ted States consti Lut'ion
which guarantees both substanitive and procedural due pnocess of law.
However, in the case of Sentell v. I'lew 0rleans & Carrolton Ry. Rd.,
166 U.

s.

698 (1897) the

allegat'ions of constitut'ional invalidity, both state laws and local
ordinances wh'ich required a dog owner to register his anima'l and to
punchase a license tag.

in a number of jurisdictions that have adopted ordinances that purported to regulate selectively or to prohibit Pit
Recently,

Bulls altogether, dog ou,ners have challenged these ordinances on such
constitutional grounds. The principle thrust of this lit'igation was
to challenge the arbitrary classification of one breed of dog as being
more dangerous than another breed. These suits also raised a second
question as to the defin'ition of a Pit Bull dog and asked if an ordinance could define the breed in clear, concise and unambiguous 1anguage. Both Florida and Federal trial courts have struck down local
government Pit Bul'l ordinances on both of these grounds during the
past tv{o years but there have been no appe'llate decisions to date.

T
trict

In the case of the

Broward County 0rdinance, United States DisCourt Judge Lenore Nesbitt entened a preliminary order striking

the ordinance and then withdrew that Order by substituting an
onden of abstention. The parties went back to the state court which
struck down the ordinance. 0rdinances in the City of Hollywood and
the City of South Miami have been invalidated by state trial Courts as
a result of actions brought by dog ou,ner gnoups under the federal
Civil Rights Act (Title 42, Sect'ion 1983 et. seq.). In the case of
South l,li ami, the Ordinance sing'led out Pit Bulls and def ined them as
"any American Staffor:dshlre or Staffordshire BulI Terrier or American
Pjt Bull Terrier, Pit Bulls shall also include all mixed breeds except
any m'ixed breed having less than one-eight (1/8) of its breed of the
bneed of American Staffordshire Terrier or Staffondshire Bull Terrier
or American Pit Bull Terrier". This definition raised the same problems as the miscegenation statutes which were invalidated by the

down

federal courts

many

years ago.

A penal ordinance of the City of North Miami was determined by a
of the criminal div'ision to be fac'ia11y uncon-

Dade County Court,Judge
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perty if it were not kept in the manner required by the
o

rd i nance.

(b) Any dog for which a notice'is sent to the owner purof this orsuant io the procedures of Section
dinance upon the completions of the procedures that are
contai ned 'i n thi s ordi nance.
-

(c)

for which a special annual permit has been applied for, or issued upon application, under this or-

Any dog

di nance.

L

(d) Any dog which has previous'ly attacked or bitten a human
being other than ilnder the type of circumstances that
would be

justifiable

unden

Section

of this or-

di nance.

a doctor of veterinarY medicine,
after observat'ion thereof , as posi ng a danger to human
I i fe or proPertY i f not kePt i n the manner requi red bY
this ordinance upon the basis of reasonable medical
Any dog

L

L

(e) Any dog whi ch has behaved i n such a manner that the
owner thereof knows or should reasonably know that the
dog is possessed of tendencies to attack or to bite
human be'i ngs other than the type wh'ich woul d be i usof thi s ordi nance.
t'i f i ed under secti on

(f)

t

certified

bY

probabi'l 'itY.

L
L

L
L

(g) Any dog which has

been tnained as an attack dog except
employed by the Police Department
are
such dogs which
of the City.

There is a problem with the insurance requirements of any ordi nance wh'i ch i s 1 ntensi fi ed by the present nati onwi de cri si s i n
I iability insurance. Before drafting an insurance provi.sio.n and in
legislative discussion whjle consider:ing the ordinance, it is recommeided that expert opinions be presented as to the availabifity- of
such coverage within the jurisdiction which seeks to enact a vicious
dog ordinance.

The principle objections to vicious dog ordinances when they have
been presented to local government legislative bodieS for approval appear to be the fact that they are both long and complex. It is much
easier fOr a council member to enact a.one page ordinance which outlaws P'it, Bulls than to understand or explain a ten page ordinance

-40-

I

deafing with dangenous dogs. There was also some negative reaction
from council members regarding the fact that they are deal i ng w'ith
specific disputes between neighbors who are their constituents as to
whether a parti cul ar animal i s a v'ici ous or dangerous dog.
CONCLUSION

of the substantial threat of l1abi1ity to local government under the Federal Civil Rights Act for both damages and attorneys
fees and the difficulty in defining a Pit Bul'l , it is our bel'ief that
a city wishing to deal with the problem of Pit Bull Dogs, should enact
vjcious dog legislation rather than an ordinance purporting to control
In

Pit

view

Bu.l1 Dogs.
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THE CONTR(L AID REGI'LATION OF VICIOIS DOGS:
THE RHME ISLA}D EXPERIENCE

By Hon. David H. Sholes
State Senator, Dist. 11, Rhode Island

THE PROBLE}I

In necent years, there have been increasing reports of vicious
attacks by dogs common'ly known as Pitbulls in the State of Rhode
Island. The public was awakened to the rising threat to their^ safety
posed by such dogs. Medja attent'ion focused'initially on the problem
of p'itbul I s. withjn the capita'l city of Provjdence. News coverage expanded to reveal reports of pitbull attacks jn several suburban communities. 0ften many such attacks went unreported by the media. Even
though the problem of p'itbulls was statewide'in scope, it was acute in
our state's largest city. Dog officers in Providence estimated that in
the winter of 1985 there were approximately 2,000 unregistered pitbulls roaming the city streets. This was in contrast to the 30 pitbulls registened by the city Licensing Bureau.

t

The City of Providence attempted to resolve the problem by passing an ordinance to contnol pitbulls; but it was not effective. Because the problem was statewide 'in scope, statewide legislation was
necessary. It was felt that the Genenal Assembly should become in-

volved

for three

main reasons,

First, pitbulls roam throughout all cities and towns and do not
respect political boundaries. Second, passage of a strict ordinance
by one city would cause pitbull owners to bring their dogs into a city
or town which lacked a strict ordinance. And, third, s'ince attacks
occurred in many of the cities and towns, a uniform and coordinated
solution, which could only be pnovided by the General Assembly through
the exercise of its police powers, was necessary. Among the brutal

-

assaults by pitbulls which were reported by the newspapers, the following are accounts of some of the mone vicious and traumatic attacks.
"A Providence policeman in respond'ing to a family altercation
was savagely attacked by a p'itbu11. His knee was broken and his
arms and legs were mauled. His injuries yJere s0 severe that he
was forced to take a medical retirement." (April 6, 1981)
"A pitbull, in attacking a 12 year o1d
her nose." (May 1, 1985)
"A

pitbull bites three children at

girl, bit off a part of

entrance
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to their

school.,,

I

(May, 1982)

"5 year o1d girl is attacked by 50 lb. pitbull jn Provjdence.
Her injuries required dozens of stitches in each of her 1egs."
(December

27,

1984)

"A year old infant bitten on the chin, lip and
in owners' apartment." (March 12, 1985)

"A

pitbull attacks

church.

77 year old

She required 25
and arm." (March 9, 1983)

woman

eyelid by pitbull

as she was walking to
wounds on her

stitches to close the

1eg

"A 50 lb. pitbull attacked first grader in the playground of his
elementary school; the attack left the 7 year old boy with puncture wounds the size of a half dollar al'l over his face and
neck. It took an estimated 400 stitches to close his wound."
(December

28,

1984)

"A 5 year old girl was attacked by
1eg wound." (December 28, 1984)

r
r
I

pitbull

which caused massive

The frequency and severity of pitbull attacks jncreased. Although such attacks varied jn location, these attacks had some common
features. First, the attacks were unprovoked. Second, the attacks
were charactenized by swiftness and surprise which allowed the v'ictims
no opportunity to eslape. Third, most of the attacks occurred on pubthe
lic property or away from the property of the dog owner. Fourth,
devasin
nesulted
that
attalks'feaiures a v'iciousness.and tenacity
tatjng and traumatic injuries to the victim. Fifth,jnthe attacks not
only iesulted in a Severe physical iniury, but also senjous-1ongterfr psychological iniury td'[fre victim and to the victim's fami'ly.

It

was clear
was requi red.

that the "Pitbull"

was a menace and statewide action

LEGISLATIOI{ TO CONIRO. THE PROBLEH

lll''

Legislation was drafted and introduced by Senator Dav'id Sholes to
control and regulate pitbulls. At hearings before the Senate and House
Conmittees, witnesses argued that pitbulls were no more inherently
danqerous and vicious than other dogs and that pitbulls were only danger5us when irresponsible owners train them to be aggressive. However, an authonity on animal aggression contradicted this theory' Dr'
Victbria Voith w-ho is on the staff of the University of Pennsy'lvania
School of Veterinary Medicine and who conducted nesearch in the area

of

aggression

of

dbgs toward humans,indicated

that pitbulls

pose

a

special threat to citizens in our country. In a letter to Attorney
Jbhn Boehnent b,ho researched the subject and pnesented extensive testimony before the Committees, Dr. Voith said:
-43-
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0n June 28,1985, Chapter 400 regulating the ownership of v'icjous
1) "any
dogs became law. ffre teglsl.atjon deiined a vicious dog to be
pers0n
0r
a
attacks
bites
or
i
cts,
i
nfl
A;d- whiah when unpr^ovokdd
teron
v'ic'ious
a
in
2)
property;
private
another an'imal on publ ic or
attack,
ior^izing manner ipproaches any person- in apparent attitude of
or any
3)
pl
aces;
gi'ilunds
or
publ
i
c
any
ks ot'on the
-*itftstreets , iidewal
unarg
a known propensity, tendency of disposition to attack
person
of
safety
the
endanger
orovoked. to cause'iniury or otherwjse
5;-;;r.;ti c animal s, or-4) any dog owned or harbored or tra.ined for
the
dog fighting." As iong as th; dog met one of the requ'irements,
ona'l
one
add'iti
was
There
ous.
Ood coui O- Ue aeteimi ned to be vi ci
!!igY?
compel
feiure of the definjt.ion of a vicious dog wh'ich was designed to
according
not'licensed
dog
is
a
If
dogs.
aog-o*nuri io iicense their
to city or town 1aw, i t is aeem6O to be vicious unt'il so l'icensed'

:.
B

t

t.

a

0nce a dog is declared to be vicious the 1aw provided that the
'is- requ'ired to procure and maintain
owner or keeper of the vicious dog

any
; ilaOitity'policy in the amount of at least $100,000 co-vering
or
city
The
dog.
vicious
by
the
be
caused
damage or inir.y *r'ich may
iown"is to b6 nim.a as an additional insured. The purpose of this is
of the insurance
to allow the mun'icipality to monitor the compljance
insurance comthe
1-apses,
on
policy
cancelled
is
iequirement. If the
city or town
the
and
effect
the
to
pany will notify tfre'munitipality
would then noti?y the dog owner or keeper to comply with the requirehave the l'icense numment. The'isowner-or keeper was also requiredontothe
upperi.nner 11p of
aisl gned tb tfre dog tattooed
ber wh'ich
premises warning
the
on
displayed
be
to
the dog. n sign is required
s]gn. -a. stateof a vi-c'ious ddg. The owners or keepers are mandated to liability
inthe
cancel
not
and
ma'intain
ment that he or she wjll
surance on the dog, that the dog will be maintained in a fenced enand ttrit the 1i censi ng authority wi I I be
cl osure on the pioperty
'24'houri
if the dog 'is on the 1oose, is unconfined,
noiified within
or been

l,-

t_

l-

.

has attacked a person or other animal, on has died, been sold
gi ven away.

fl

t_

t
fl
I

i.

.r

The an'imal control of f i cer i s gi ven the power to make whatever
with the provisions
i noui
rv i s deemed necessarY to insuie compliance
'the-Chapter
and to sei ze and impound any vicious dog whose owner or
of
keeper fails to comPlY with the provisions

awful for: the owner or keeper t.o mai ntai n a
premises
which does not have h locked enclosure
vicious dog upon any
any vicious dog to be outside the
allow
to
inO foiany-owirei or-kdeper
necessary to obtain veterinary
is
it
unless
dwelling or the enclosure
give
dog away or to comply with the
the
or
se'Il
to
dog
or
foF
tfre
iiie
In the event that the dog
officer.
dog
the
of
commands or diiections
'is taken out of the enclosure, it must be securely muzzled and restrained with a chain having a minimum tensile strength of 300 1bs. and

It

was deemed

unl

J

l
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not exceeding 3 feet in length and shall be kept under the djrect control and supervision of the owner or keepen.
The law prohibited any dogs kept for the purpose of dog fighting,
training, torment'ing or encounaging to make unprovoked attacks upon
person oi other animals. No person shall possess wjth intent to sell
or offer for sale, breed 0r buy on attempt to buy within the State any
v'ici ous dog.

The owner or keeper of the dog is absolutelyliable for any attacks caused by the dog, whether or no[ the attack occurred on the
property of thb owner or outside the property, or whether or not the
dog'was-on a leash or securely muzzled or whether or not the dog esca[ed wlthout fau]t. The legislation abolished scienter, which was a
key element unden prior 1aw, tO prove liability on the part of the
owher or keeper of the dog when the attack occurred on the owner's
orooerty. Scienter means lnat tne ov{ner knew or should have known of
the'vic-ious propens'ity of the dog to attack when the attack occurred
on the ownen's premises. Under this law, the owner or keeper of the
dog is absolutel.y liable fon any attacks with occunred ei'ther inside
or outside the eiclosure, or wheihelit occurred on or off the owner's
property.

The penalties

for violation of the Act are strict.

If

the dog

wounds an animal on person, the dog can be destroyed and the
ownen subject to a fjne of up to $500.

kills or

encounage mun'i'ci pal i ti es to f und the budget f on
animal control, the 1aw provides that all dogs are to be'licensed upon
payment of a fee not to exceed $10.00 with a $2.00 surcharge to be
usld exclusively by the cities and towns for the enforcement of animal
control laws.
I

n order to

If a person is changed with having an unlicensed dog, the owner
is required at the first offense to pay a $25.00 fine and have the dog
tattobed . Upon the second v'io'l ati on the f i ne was i ncreased to $200
and with a third violation the fine was increased to $500 and the
owner was required to comply
taining a vicious dog.

with the requirements of owning and main-

To underscore the seriousness of the legislqt'ion, the statute
provided that no fine or tattooing requirement shall be suspended by
-47
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court. To provide an 'incentive for.the mun'ic'ipality to insure
compl i ance, one-hal f of al I fines paid shall be paid to the clty or
town in which the violation occurred for the purpose of defraying the
any

cost of implementation.

to

be destroyed within,5 days of bei ng impounded.
This was to insune compliance with: the constitutional nequi rements of
due process in order to permit the owner to request a court heari ng to
contest the dec'ision to destnoy the dog.
No dog was

The 1 egis'lation gave the owner of the dog the constitutional
right of due pnocess in contesting any decision which the dog officer
may make with respect to the determjnation that the dog is vicious. A
hearing was to be held within 7 days of the'impoundment if requested.
To promote publ i c awareness of the 1 egi s1 ati on, a1 I ci ti es and
towns are requ'ired, within 60 days of passage of the legislat'ion, to
conduct a licensing drive. This was necessary to inform all ownens
and keepers of dogs that there was a new, comprehensive and strict
statute regul ati ng and control I i ng vi c'i ous dogs.

I

I

CHECKIIIG OI{ THE PERFORI.IAT{CE OF THE STAIUTE

The

on

of the l egi s1 at'ion

was cl osely mon'itored by
Senator Sholes. Meetings were held monthly by the sponsoring Senator
with animal control officers, prosecutors and animal groups to learn
any problems and concenns relating to this landmark legislation.
i mpl ementati

I

While the law worked very well thnoughout Rhode Islind in drastically reducing the population of pitbulls and other vicious dogs on
the c'ity streets, meetings with animal control officers and prosecutors on the law's implementation demonstrated that some sections of

the law

had to be clarified. The conditions under which a dog can be
declared to be vicious required more precision. The ownership and use
of K-9 dogs by police departments or law enforcement officers used in
police work needed to be exempted from the law. Before a person could
be charged with an act caused by a v'icious dog, the dog had first to
be declared vicious. The hearing process under which the dog could be
decl ared vi ci ous needed del 'i neatioh.
REFINEMENT

Legislatjon to accomplish this was introduced jn the
-48-

1986 General

:

Assembly by Senator Sholes, was passed and became

effective June 27,

1987.

The major features

of the amended law are as follows:

definition of a vicious dog was clalified, but is basically
the same as in the 1985 legislation.
The

A new feature was added to the definition wh'ich would allow animal control officers to cons'ider certain factors in deciding whether
or not a dog should be declared to be vic'ious. A dog may not be declared vicious if any iniury or damage'is sustained by a person who at
the time such injury or damage was sustained: (1) was committing a
wjllful trespass or other tont on premises occupied by the owner: of,
(?) was teasing, tormenting, abusing or assaulting the dog or, (3) was
committing or attempting to commit a crime. A dog which was protecting or defending a human being within the immediate vicinity of the
dog from an unjustified attack or assault may avoid being declared
was
vicious. No dog may be declared vicious if any injury of damage
'injury
was
susta'i ned by a domest'ic animal whi ch at the time of such
teas'ing, tormenting on abusing the dog.
The unique feature of the original Act regarding an unlicensed
dog nemajns. The automatic v'icious dog nuling for an unlicensed dog
is repealed upon compliance of licensing the dog. The tattoo'ing
requirement on the first offense of having an unlicensed dog under the
ori gi na1 Act was repeal ed.
The requirement pertaining to the tattoo on the dog was.amended
to mandate thd owner or keeper at his expense to tattoo the licensing
number or othen identification number either on the upper lip or upper
Ieft thigh of vicious dogs, whichever place the dog officer, in his or
her discretion, may designate. The tattoo may be placed on the dog
either by a veterinarian or a tattoo'ist who is authorized by the city
or town po'lice department. Each c'ity or town shall affix a two-letter
prefix to the identification number in order to identify the particular c'ity or town where the dog was initially licensed. This was

to

make

it

easier

to identify the owner of the dog.

In order to strengthen the power of the dog officer to seize a
dog when the owner refused to surnender the animal, the dog officer
may request the police officer to obtain a search warrant from a-iuFtile of the Distiict Court and to seize the dog upon execution of the
warrant. This wil l permit the dog officerin coniunction with the
police officer to enter private property to seize the offending
animal .

-'
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owners and the rights of all other citizens. The dog owners are afford.ed_due process by way of notification and hearing before the dog
ls declared to be v'icious and before the owner can be charged with
violations under the Act. This is balanced with the position that
citizens of all ages have the right to wa'lk on public and private land
without the constant fear that a dog may attack them.

-

The current legislation is deemed to be the strictest and most
comprehensive law for the control and regu'l ati on of v'ici ous dogs. The
animal control officers in the State of Rhode Island now have the
power to address the problem on a per occurrence basis.

the law was first passed in 19g5, the frequency and severity
of attacks by vicious dogs were drastical]y reduced. The amendmentl
t0 the Act in 1986 give the animal control officens the tools to insure that the citizens of oun state no longer face the menace of at-

t

when

tacks by pitbulls and other vicious dogs.

:
i
t

I

ts
t.

:,
t.
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RH(I)E ISLAIO LA}I ON VICIflJS DOGS .
PASSED IN 1985 AIO AMEIOED I}I 1986

It 'is enacted

by the General Assembly as follows:

Section I. Sections 4-L3.1-2, 4-13.1-3, 4-13.1-7, 4-13.1-8,
4-13.1-9 and 413.i-10 of the General Laws in Chapter 4-i3.1 entitled
"Regulation

of Vicious Dogs" are hereby amended to

read as folIow:

4-13.1-2. Definitions -- As used in section 4-13.1-1 through 4-13'1words and terms shall have the fol I owi ng
ffiowing
shall indicate another or d'if ferent
conti:xt
meanings, unless the
meani ng or i ntent:
Dog" means (l) any dog which, when unprovoked, in a
vic'ious or terrorizing manner, approaches any person in apparent attitude of attack upon the streets, sidewa'lks, or any public grounds or
places; or (2) Any dog w'ith a known propensity, tendency or dlSposlor to otherwise endanger
tion td attack un[rovoked, to cause injury
-anima'ls;
or (3) Any dog which
on
domest'ic
be'ingi
humin
ety
of
the saf
bites, infiicts injury, assaults or otherwlse attacks a human being or
domestic animal wilhout provocation on public or private property; or
(a) Any dog owned or harbored primarily or in part for-the purpose of
Oog fightirig or any dog trained for ddg fightfng; or (5) Any dog not
licensed according to state, city or town law.

(a) "Vicious

definitjon of a v'icious dog above, no dog may
be declared vicious if any injuny or damage is susta'ined by a person
who, at the time such injury Or damage was sustained, was committing a
wiliful trespass or other tort upon premises occupied by the ownen or
keeper of the dog, or was teasing, tormenting, abusing Or assaulting
the'dog or was coinmitting or attempt'ing a crime.
Notwithstanding the

No dog may be declared vicious 'if an iniury or damage 1rr;as sustained by a domestic animal which at the time such iniury or.damage
was sustained was teasing, tormenting, abusing or assaulting the dog.
No dog may be declared vicious if the dog was protecting or defen{ing
a human being within the imnediate vicinity of the dog from an unJustified attack or assault.

(b) "Enqlosure" means a fence or structure of at least six feet
(6') in height, forming or causing an enclosure to confine a vicious
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of such dog shall be liable to the person aggrieved as afonesaid, for all damage sustained, to be recovered in a cjvil action,
with costs o{i'suit. It is nebuttably presumed as a matter of law that
the owning or keep'ing or hanboring of a vicious dog in violation of
this chapter is a nuisance. It shall not be necessary, in orden to
sustajn any such action, to prove that the owner or keeper of such
v'iciuos dog knew that such vicious dog possessed the propensity to
keeper

T

cause such damage or that the vicious dog had a vjc'ious nature. Upon
such attack or assau.lt occurred, the dog offjcer in the city or town
where the assau.lt is hereby empowened to confiscate and destnoy such
vicious dog, if the conduct of such vicjous dog or its owner or keeper
constituted a v'iolation of the provlsions of this chapter, punishable
by the confjscation and destructjon of the animal.

-

4-13.1-8. Exemptions (a) Sections 4-13.1-3 to 4'13.7-7 conc1us@11notapp1ytokennelsl.icensed.inaccordance with the provision of this chapter or chapten 19 of title 4.
(b) If a dog is ruled to be vicious for vjolat'ions of general law
4-13.1-2(a)(5) so1e1y, sajd vicious dog rul ing shal'l be repea'led upon
compl i ance with the penalty clause contained in section 4-13.1-g(d)
dealing with fines for unlicensed dogs. All other provisions of thjs
chapter deal'ing with vicjous dogs shall not apply to said animal. (c)
The provisions of this chapter sha.ll not apply to K-9 or other dogs
owned by any police department or any law enforcernent officer whjch
ane used 'i n the perf ormance of po1 i ce work.

-'
-1

I

4-13.1-9. Penalties for vlg]3![e!_-- (a)(i) Any vic.ious dos,
exce
n or seition 4-1 3.1-2(a) (5i
solely, which does not have a valid license'in accordance with the

prov'isions of this chapter, or (ii) whose owner or keeper does not
secure the liability insurance coverage requ'ired in accordance with
section 3 of this chapter, or (iii) which'is maintained on property
with an enclosure, or (iv) which shall be outs'ide of the dwelling of
the owner or keeper, or outside of an enclosure except as provided'in
section 4, or (v) which is not tattooed shall be confiscated by a dog
officer and destroyed in an expeditious and humane manner after the
expiration of a five (5) day waiting period exclus'ive of Sundays and
holidays. In addition, the owner or keeper shall pay a two hundred
fifty dollan ($zso1 fine. (b) If any vic.ious dog shall, when unprovoked, kill, wound or worry or assist in killing or wounding any
animal described in section 7 of this chapter, the ownen or keeper of
said dog shall pay a two hundred fifty dollar ($ZSO; fine and the dog
officer is empowered to confiscate and after the exDiration of a five
(5) day waiting period exclusive of Sundays and hoiidays, shall destroy sa'id vicious dog. For each subsequent violation the owner or
!e-eper of said dog shall pay h fine of five hundred dollars ($SOO1.
(c) If any vicious dog sha'|1, when unprovoked, attack, assault, wound,
bite or otherwise injure or kill a human being, the owner or keeper
shall pay a fjve hundred dollar ($5001 fjne. For each subsequent
violat'ion said owner or keeper shall pay a fine of one thousand dol-

I

t

:
a

t

:
:1
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($t,OOO1, for own'ing or keeping a vicious dog which attacks, assaults, wounds, bites or otherwise injures or kills a human being.

No person shall be charged under subsections (a), (b) or (c)
above, unless the dog, prior to the offense a'l1eged, shall have been
declared vicious pursuant to the provision of th'is act.

(d)(U Every city or town shall enact an ordinance requiring the
licensing of dogs w'ithin their jurisd'iction at a fee not to exceed ten
dollars ($10). In addition, eich city or town shall charge an additional fee of two dollars ($2) for each license, sa'id fee to be used
exclusively by the cities and towns for enforcement of laws pertaining
to an'imals-. (2) fvery owner or keeper of any dog found to be in violaof dogs
tion of any city or town ordinance governing the licensing
shall for the fiist offense be fined twenty-five dollars ($ZS1 and for
a second violation of any said ordinance shall be fined two hundned
dollars ($2001 and shall -be required by his own expense, to have said

dogtattooedinamannerprescribedbyt@thischapter,
and for a thi rd or subsequent offense shal I be fi ned fi ve hundred dol lars ($SOO1,jnand shall be required at his own expense, to have said

dog tattooed

a manner prescribed by the pnovis'ions of this chapter.

In add'itjon, any owner or keeper convicted of a third or subsequent violation shall present to the city or town clerk or other
licensing authority, proof that the owner or keeper has procured
Iiability insurance in the amount of at least one hundred thousand

dollars (100,000), covering any damage or injury which may be caused
by such vicious, dog.,.which policy shall contain a provision requiring
the city or town to be named as additional insured for the sole purpose of the city or town clerk or other licens'ing authority where such
dog is licensed to be notified by the insurance company of any cancellation, termination on expiration of the liability insurance policy
and the owner or keeper shall comply with the provisions of section
4-13.1-3(a) (a).

No fine and/or tattooing requirement shall be suspended by
court of competent iurisdiction.

any

(e) 0ne-half of all fines pa'id pursuant to this section shall be
paid to the city or town in which the violation occurred for the purilose of defraying the cost of the implementation of the provisions of

thi s chapter.

(f)

No dog shall be destnoyed within 5 days
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of being impounded

t-

I

excl usi ve

of

Sundays and hol i days.

(S) If the owner or keeper of a dog impounded for an a'lleged
violation of sections 4-13.1-3 to 4-13.1-9, inclusive, of thjs chapter, sha I I be'l'ieve that there shal I not have been a vi ol ati on of such
sections heneof, such owner or keeper may petition the district court
which has jurisdiction in the city or town whene the dog is impounded
praying that the impounded dog not be destroyed. The impounded dog
shall not be destroyed pending resolution of such owner's or keeper's
petition if the petition shall have been filed withjn five (5) days of
impoundment of such dog and notice shall have been served withjn fjve
(5) days of the impoundment of such dog upon the dog officer or keeper
of the dog pound. The hearing shall be conducted within seven (7)
days from serving of the notice. The decision of the district court
may be appealed to the superior count by any aggnieved party within
fonty-eight (48) hours of the decision. The dog shall remain impounded pending the appeal. A hearing de novo, without a jury, shall
be conducted with'in seven (7) days of the appeal. The decision of the
superi or court shal'l be fi nal and concl usi ve upon al I the parti es
thereto. However, the dog officer or any 1aw enforcement officer shall
have the right to declare a dog to be vicious for any actions of the
dog subsequent to the date of the violat'ion. If the court shall find
that there shall not have been a violation of sections 4-I3.1-3 to
4-13.1-9, jnclusive, of this chapter, such dog may be released to the
custody of the owner or keeper upon payment to the poundkeeper or dog
officer of the expense of keeping such dog. The city or town councils

may establ i sh by ordi nance

a

schedul

T

-

e of such costs.

-

(h) If the ownen or keeper of the dog violates any of the terms
and conditjons of section 4-13.1-3(a) (4), sa'id owner or keeper shal I
be fined one hundred dollars ($ttlO) for the first such violation and
two hundred fifty dollars ($zso) for each subsequent vioration.

al

-

4-13.1-10. Legal registration drives -- It shall be the duty of
eacrr
ve annual )y after the passage of this act in order to ensure compliance w'ith the provisions of

th'is chapter.

section 2. sect"ion 4-13.1-6 of the general laws in chapter 4-13.1
entitled "Regulation of Vic'ious Dogs" is hereby replaced in its entirety.
'l-

Section

3.

Chapter 4-13.1 of the general Iaws entitled "Regu1ahereby amended by adding thereto the fol-

tions of Vicious Dogs" is
lowing sections:
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4-13.

the

L-l?.

Determination

of a vicious

d,gg

-- In the event that
s Probabl e cause to

believe that a dog is v'icious, the chief dog officer or h'is or her
'immediate supefvisor or the chief of police, or his designee, shall be
empowered to convene a hearing for the purpose of determining whether
or not the dog in question should be declaned vjcious. The dog officer or chief of police shall conduct or cause to be conducted an
investigation and shall notify the owner or keeper of the dog that a
hearing will be held, at which time he or she may have the opportunity
to present evidence why the dog should not be declared vicious. The
hearing shall be held promptly within no less than five (5) nor mone
than ten (10) days -aftei seiviLe of notice upon the ourner or keeper of
the dog. The hearing shall be informal and shall be open.to the pub-

lic.

After the hearing, the owner on keeper of the dog shall be
notified in wr"iting of the determination. If a determ'ination is made
that the dog is vicious, the owner or keeper shall comply_with the
provisions oi tfris chapter in accordance w'ith a time scl"iedule established by the dog officer or ch'ief of po'lice, but in no case more than

t,hinty (30) subsequent to the date of the determination. If the ou',ner
or keeper of the dog contests the determination, he or she may, within
five (5) days of such determinat'ion, bring a petition in the district
court withjn the judicial district wherein the dog js owned or kept,
praying that the court conduct its own hearing on whether or not the
dog should be declared vicious. After service of notice upon the dog
officer the court shall conduct a heaning de novo and make its own
determination as to viciousness. Sald hearing shall be conducted within seven (7) days of the service of the notice upon the dog officen or
law enforcement officen involved. The issue shall be decided upon the
preponderance of the evidence. If the count rules the dog to be
vicious, the court may establish a time schedule to insure compliance
with this chapter, but in no case more than thirty (30) days subsequent to the date of the court's determination.
The court may decide a'll jssues for or against the owner or keeper of the dog regardless of the fact that said owner or keeper fails
to appear at said hearing.

The detennination of the district court shalI be final and conclusive upon all parties thereto. However, the dog officer or any 1aw
enforcement officer shall have the right to declare a dog to be
vicious for any subsequent actions of the dog.

In the event that the dog officer or Iaw enforcement officer has
probable cause to believe that the dog in question is vicious and may
-59
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p0se a threat of serious harm to human beings or other domestic
animals, the dog officer or law enforcement officer may selze and impound the dog pending the aforesaid hearings. The owner on keeper of
the dog shall be liable to the city ol'town where the dog is impounded
for the costs and expenses of keeping such dog. The city or town counci1 may establ'ish by ordinance a schedule of such costs and expenses.

4-13.1-13. Uniform summons Ma'i1-in fines

prosecut'ion

-

The

a unlform summons or citation to be
attorney @Iah
used by state and muni
municipal
ci pa'l Ilaw
aw enf
enlorcement,
enforcement
orcement aaqencies
agencles
i es iin
1n
n the enforceentorceenfor
dollars ($tOO) or less may
ment of thi s chapter. F'i nes of one hundred do
be paid by mai1. All other fines or penalties shall require a court
appearnce. Any offense hereunder may be prosecuted by complaint.
l

4-13.1-14. Liabjl itv of parents for damaqes caused by dog owned
by minor -- In the event that the owner or keeper of the vicious dog
is a minor, the panent or guardian of such mjnor shall be liable for
all injuries and property damage sustained by any person or domestic
animal caused by an unprovoked attack by said vic'ious dog.
Sect'ion

entitled

4. Section 4-13-33 of the General Laws in
is hereby amended to read as f o.l I ows

"Dogs"

Chapter 4-13

:

for Prevention of Crueltv as soec'ial
courrcit and town council of any city or town wh6re thdre is no
ffi
board of police commissioners, ffidy appoint an agent of the Rhode
Island Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to An'imals as special
constable or officer to enforce the provis'ions of this chapter, and
when so appointed such agent shall have a'll the authority and power
cons

4:13-33.

and be subject

Aqent

of

Soc'ietv

to all the duties

and

liabil'it'ies

I

imposed upon special

officers by said chapter; provided, however, th,at the general agent or
any special agent of The Rhode Island Society for the Prevent'ion of
Cruelty to Animals shall have the authority to enf,orce provisions of
this chapter whenever any violations of this chapter shall come to the
attention of said general agent or special agent.

-
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IIASHINGTON STATE

SUBSTITUTE SEilATE

BILL NO. 5301

BY

COMHITTEE OI{ JUDICIARY
(ORIGINALLY SPONSMED BY SENATMS HALSAN, TALIIADGE A]O XREIDLER)

Read f i

rst ti ne 2/?4/87 .

An ACT nelating
16.08 RClrl; repeal ing
BE

IT

RChJ

ENACTED

to

dangerous dogs: adding new sections

RCW

9.08.010;

and

BY THE LEGISLATIOTI OF

NEt{ SECTION. New Sec.
as Tol I ows:

to-a'd

to

prescri b'ing penal t'ies.

chapter

THE STATE OF TIASHINGTOT{:

1. A new sect'ion js

adcled

to chapter

16.08

ess the context cl early requi res otherwi se, the defi n'i ti ons i n
1 through 4 of this act.

Unl

thjs section apply throughout sections

ly dangerous dog" means any dog that when un(a) Inflicts bites on a human or a domestic anjmal either on
public or private property, or (b) chases or approaches a person upon
the streets, sidewalks, or any pubfic grounds in a menacing fashion or
apparent attitude of attack, or any dog with a known pnopensity, tendency, or dispos'ition to attack unprovoked, to cause injury' or to
cause injury on othenwise to threaten the safety of humans or domestic
(1)

"Potenti al

provoked:

animal s.

(2) "Dangerous dog" means any dog that according to the records
of the appropriate authority, (a) has inflicted severe jniury on a
human being without provocation on public or private property, (b) has
killed a domestic animal w'ithout provocation wh'ile off the owner's
property, or (c) has been previously found to be potentially dangerous, the owner having received notjce of such and the dog again
aggressively b'ites, attacks, or endangers the safety of humans or
domesti
(3

c

animal s.

means any phys'ical i nj uny that resul ts 'i n
di sfi guri ng 1 acerati ons requi r^i ng mu1 ti p1 e sutures or

) "severe i nj ury"

broken bones or
cosmetic surgery.

(4) "Proper enclosure of a dangerous dog" means, whi1e on the
owner's property, a dangerous dog shall be securely confined indoors
-61-
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or in a securely

enclosed and locked pen or stnucture, suitable to
prevent the entry of young children and designed to prevent the animal
from escaping. Such pen on structure shall have secure sides and a
secure top, and shall also provide protection from the elements for

the

dog.

(5) "Animal contnol authority" means an entity acting alone or in
concert with other Iegal governmental units fon enforcement of the
animal control laws of the city, county, and state and the shelter and

welfare of animals.

(6) "Animal control officer" means any individual employed, contracted with, or appointed by the animal control authority for the
purpose of aiding in the enforcement of this chapter or any other 1aw
or ordinance relat'ing to the licensure of animals, control of animals,
or selzure and impoundment of animals, and includes any state or local
law enforcement officer or other employee whose duties in whole or in
part include assignments that involve the seizure and impoundment of
any animal.

(7)

, f i rm, corporat'i'on ,
department possessing, hanboring, keeping, having an jnterest'in, 0r
having control or custody of an animal.
to

organi zat j on, or

"Owner" means any person

NElt SECTI0N; Sec
relfil-dT-T6TT6JiE

2. A new section is

added

r

to chapter 16.08 RCI,J

:

(l) It is unlawful for an owner to have a dangerous dog jn the
state without a certificate of registration issued under this section.
Th'is section shall not apply to dogs used by law enforcement officials
for pof i ce work.

I

(2) The animal'control authority of the city or county 'in which

an owner has a dangerous dog shal I i ssue a certi f i cate of neg'istrati on
to the owner of such anima'l 'i f the owner presents to the ani mal control unit'sufficient evidence of:

I

(a) A proper enclosure to confine a dangerous dog and the posti ng
of the premises with a clearly visible warning sign that there is a
dangenous dog on the property. In addition, the owner shal I consoi cuously display a sign with a warning symbol that informs children of
the presence of a dangerous dog;

(b) A surety bond issued by a surety insurer qualified under
chapter 48.28 RCt^l in a form acceptable to the'anima'l control authority
in the sum of at least fifty thousand dollars, payable to any person
-62-
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injured by the vicious dog; or

(c) A policy of liabifity jnsurance, such as homeowner's insurance, issued by an insurer qualified under Title 48 RCt', in the
amount of at least fifty thousand dollars, insuring the ownen for any
personal iniurjes

inflicted by the dangenous

dog.

(3)(a) If an owner has the dangerous dog in an'incorporated area
that j s service<l by both the city and a county an'imal contnol
authority, the owner shalI obtain a certificate of registrat'ion from
the city authoritY.
(b) If an owner has
i ncorporated area senved
the ownen shal I obtai n a
authori ty;

the dangerous dog i n an i ncorporated or unonly by a county animal control authority'
certificate of reg'istration from the county

(c) If an owner has the dangerous dog i n an i ncorporated or unincorporated area that is not served by an animal control authority,
the owner shal I obtai n a certi f i cate of reg'istrati on f rorn the of f i ce
of the local sheriff.

(4) Cities

and counties may char^ge an annual fee,
regular dog licens'ing fees, to register dangerous dogs.
NEI{ SECTIOI|. Section
RCtl

t6'TAd-e6*f6T

l ows

3. A new section is

added

in addition to

to chapten 16,08

:

(l) It is unlawful for an owner.pf a dangerous dog to permit the
dog to be outside the proper enclosure unless the dog is muzzled and
restrained by a substantial chain or'leash and under control of a respons'ible person. The muzzle shall be made'in a manner that will not
cause injury to the dog or interfere with its v.ision or respiration
but shall prevent it from biting any person or animal.
(2) Potentially dangerous dogs shal'l be regulated only by 1oca1,
municipal, and county ordinances. NOthing in this section limits
restrictions local jurisdictions may place on owners of potentially
dangerous dogs.

(3) Dogs shall not be declaured dangerous if the threat, injury,
or damage was Sustained by a person, who, at the time, waS corunitt'ing
a willful trespass or other tort upon the premises occupied by the
owner of the dog, otr was torment'ing, abusing, oP assaulting the dog or
has, i n the past, been observed or reponted to have tormented, abused,
-63-

or

assaulted the dog

crime.

to

NEll SECTION.

or

was committing on attempting

sec.4. A new section is

added

to

to chapter

commjt

16.08

a

RCt,l

r^frI=EE-T6TTo-ws:

I ) Any dangerous dog shal I be immedi ately confi scated by an
animal control authority if the: (a) Dog is not validly negistered under section 2 of this act; (b) owner does not secure the liab'ility insurance coverage required under section 2 of this act; (c) dog is not
ma'intained in the proper enclosure; (d) dog is outside of the dweiling
of the owner, or outside of the proper enclosure and not under physi cal restrai nt of the ownen. In addition, the owner shal I be qui 1ty
of a gross misdemeanor punishable in accordance with RCW 9A.20.021.
(

(2) I f a dangerous dog of an owner wi th a prior conv'ict'ion under
this chapter attacks or bites a person or another dornestic animal, the
dog's owner is guilty of a class c felony, punishable in accordance
with RCW 9A.20.021. In addition, the dangerous dog shall be immediate1y confiscated by an animal control authority, placed in quanantine
for the proper length of time, and thereafter destroyed 'in an expeditious and humane manner.

(3) The owner of any dog that aggressively attacks and causes
severe injury or death of any human, whether the dog has previously
been declared potentially dangerous or dangerous, shal1 be guilty of a
class C felony punishable in accordance with RCW 9A.20.02I. In addition, the dog sha1l be immediately confiscated by an animal control
authority, placed'in quarantine for the'proper'length of time, and
thereafter destroyed 'in an expeditous and humane

repea'l ed.

I

guilty of a class

llEl{ SECTI0!!. Sec. 5. Secti on 286, chapter 249, Laws

gI8;0fU-7E-Each

r

manner.

(4) Any person entering a dog in a dog fight'is
C felony punishable jn accordance with RCW 9A.20.021.
RCl.l

r,

of

1909 and

any prov'ision of this act or jts application To-EiJ@son on circumstinces is held invalid, the remajhher of
the act or the appljcation of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
NEr sEcrION.

sec. o.

If

I
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THE HUMANE SOCIETY OE THE UNITED STATES'
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF

GUIDELINES FOR REGUIJATING VICIOUS OR DANGEROUS

DOGS

Introduction
Many communities around the country are reassessing their laws
reliting to vicious or dangerous dogs. In some instances this has
been the result of serious dog bite incidents that have focused

attention on the inadequacies of existi-ng regulations. In other
cases legislators have attempted to address the problem before
such an incident takes place. The Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS) has been asked to assist many communities in
improving their vicious dog laws. We have not produced a "model
o.hir,.nc." relating to this problem since, in reviewing a variety
of existing Iaws, *u have concluded that different areas can have
very diffeient types of problems. We feel that each community
sfrouta carefully-lssess its problems and the reasons why existing
Iaws may have been ineffective and then take appropriate action to
correct these shortcomings.
Why

are New Laws NecessarY?

Most existing laws relating to the control of dangerous animals
are derived irom centuries-old English Common Law. This approach
has failed to recognize the complex role of dogs in our culture
and changing social trends that have resulted in widespread
keeping of potentially dangerous animals. Also, most laws fail to
takL into consideration modern knowledge about animal behavior,
animal welfare and the epi-demiology of animal bites. Fina11y, many
existing laws place the burden of punishment on the offending
animal, when in fact it is an irresponsible owner who is usually
the direct or indirect cause of dangerous incidents.
What Changes Are GeneralIY Needed?

Most laws limit dog owners' liability for their dogs' actions to
situations in which they have knowledge of the animal's "vicious
propensity,,. Although this is generally intended to mean any
Lporf"age that the inimal was likely to commit an injury, this has
often been interpreted to mean that the owner must be aware of a
some prior bite incident. This has popularly been referred to as
of a prior attack is
"free bite" or "one bite" rule. The existence
is vicious. This
animal
an
that
often seen as the major indicator
approach has several Problems:
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First, the growing popularity of large and/or aggressive dogs
makes it a reality that an animal's first bite is likely to be
Severe or even fatal. Thus many communities want to be able to
identify problem situations before they result in injury.
Second, the concept of "vrcious propensity" implies that aI1 dog
bites are the result of a behavior problem of the animal. However,
we now know that this is only part of the problem. A dog's
tendency to bite is a product of at least five factors:
the dog's genetic predisposition to be aggressive
the early socialization of the animal to people
its training for obedience or mistraining for fighting
'the quality of care and supervision provided by the owner
the behavior of the victim.
A11 of these factors interact, thus an inherently aggressive dog
which is well trained and responsibly supervised may present
1itt1e or no danger, whereas an affectionate animal with Iittle
genetic tendency to bite may become dangerous if poorly
socialized, unsupervised, mistreated or provoked.
Good regulations should recognize aIl of these possibilities and
provide for appropriate actions. They should be written with the
understanding that any dog may become "dangerous" under the wrong
circumstances.

Another common problem with existing vicious dog statutes is that
the animal suffers the consequences of its owner's irresponThe animal may face destruction or Iengthy impoundment,
sibility.
or no punishment. In addition,
while the owner may receive little
many irresponsible owners are chronic offenders of animal control
laws. Thus ordj-nances should be constructed that impose serious,
escalating fines on owners who are clearly unwilling or unable to
adequately control their animals.
Assessinq Your

Needs

step in refining dangerous dog laws is to thoroughly
evaluate the special problems and needs of your community. A
surprising number of animal control ordinances are introduced
wi-thout ever consulting with the people most affected by these
laws. We suggest that information should be gathered from animal
control agencies, Iocal humane societies, veterinarians and/or
local veterinary associations, health departments, police, the
mayor's office or community boards, kennel or breed clubs, the
general dog-owning public, and fish and game or wildlife
authorities.
The first

Such information can be obtained from records of previous
hearings. If no such hearings have been held, then the public
hearing process should be a part of your legislative effort.
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Be sure to request information from the appropriate experts as
well as from the general public. The information that should be
gathered when assessing problems related to dangerous dogs should

include:

- Estimates of the number of dogs in the area and, if
possible, some idea of the types of dogs owned and the

reasons for ownership (companion, guard, working, etc.)
Estimates of the'percentage of dogs that are presently
Iicensed (this ranges from less than 10% to about B0Z)
Reports on the incidence of dog attacks and, if known, a
breakdown of the breeds, Iicense status and other
information about these incidents
Reports from Iaw enforcement and,/or animal control officers
on difficulties
they have encountered in enforcing existing
ordinances
Reports on the number of citations, inrpoundments and
quarantines
PoIice reports on incidence of animal cruelty, organized dog
fighting and "street" dog fighting in the area
Testimony from public hearings on the nature of common
animal problems in the area, including comments on the
responsj-veness of law enforcement and/or animal control to
these complaints
Reports from agriculture or fish and wildlife authorities on
problems related to dog attacks on Iivestock or wildlife
Testimony from kennel clubs, breed cIubs, veterinarians and
Iocal humane organizations on the nature of dog ownership in
the community and their perceptions of existing problems
Reports from postal authorities, utilities
and other public
services that might be having a problem with dangerous dogs
Reviewing Existing

Laws

The evaluation process described above should enable a community
to characterize the major dog problems. In some areas the problem
may be a large number of animals at large. Other areas may have a
high number of "bad" dogs kept for protection. Possession of
trained fighting dogs may be a common problem in other regions.
Once the problems have been identified more c1early, the community
should evaluate existing l-aws. The following questions should be
asked:

- Do current }aws address each of the problem areas?
- Are they being enforced?
- fs there a problem with repeat offenders?
If existing laws do not seem to be working, the community should
look for the source of the problems. Common shortcomings of animal
control Iaws include:
- Inadequate budget or manpower to enforce the laws
- Inadequate training to effectively deal with problem animals
in a humane way
- Low priority given to animal control issues
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Poor community education about existing animal Iaws and the
importance of compliance with these laws

opposition to some provision(s) of existing laws
judicial
support in upholding effective penalties
Lack of

Community

Desiqninq or Modifvinq a .Basic Dangerous Doq Law
Once you have identified the problems posed by dangerous dogs and
the shortcomings of existing codes, it may be necessary to create
new ordinances or rewrite existing ones. A workable dangerous do*
Iaw should address the problem in the following way:
Define what is meant by a "vicious" or "dangerous" dog
Establish the procedures by which a dog comes to be
considered vicious or dangerous
3. Establish the actions that may be taken if an owner
contests the designation of his or her dog as dangerous
4. Establish the actions that must be taken by the owner of
dog considered to be dangerous
5. Describe the penalties that will be assessed if the dog
owner does not comply with the above requirements
T.

2.

a

Defining a "Vicious" or "Dangerous" Dog
As we noted above, one of the most common problems with existing
laws is that they do not identify a potentially dangerous animal
until after someone has been injured, rather than attempting to
prevent injuries. In rea1lty, most bite instances have been
preceded by circumstances that should have given warning that a
potentially dangerous situation existed. In some cases there is no
question that a problem exists. For example, the traditional
criterion of a prior unprovoked bite is sufficient for considering
an animal dangerous. Other circumstances might be subject to
dispute. For example, witnesses may disagree on whether or not a
particular incident might have been provoked. For this reason,
some judgements should be made following a hearing.
Effective dangerous dog ordinances require a good reporting and
recording system for keeping track of injuries caused by animals.
If your laws do not already provide for mandatory reporting of dog
bites to the health department, anj-mal control or some other
agency, then such a provision should be instituted. The revision
of dangerous dog laws also provides a good opportunity to update
Iicensing and rabies vaccination regulations.
The procedures outlined below should enable a community to
identify animals and their owners who are causing problems, while
stil1 protecting the rights of responsible dog owners.
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Indications of a Dangerous Anj.mal
The following characteristics should automatically characterize
animal as dangerous. That is, no hearing should be required.

an

However, a provision must be included that would enable an owner
to request a hearing if he or she disagrees with the facts used to
designate the animal as dangerous.
"Dangerous Dog" means:
(I) Any dog which, according to the records of the

appropriate authority, has inflicted severe injury on a
human being without provocation on public or private
property or
(2) eny dog which, according to the records of the
appropriate authority, has killed a domestic animal
without provocation while off the owner's property or
(3) Any dog owned or harbored primarily or in part for the
purpose of dog fighting or any dog trained for dog
fi ghting

(Optional
(4

)

) Any dog not owned by a governmental or law enforcement
unit used primarily to guard public or private property

one prior serious bite is
Note that in the above definitions,
define
a
dog
as dangerous. Several
sufficient
to
considered
laws
allow
a
dog
two
or
even
three prior bites. We feel
existing
principles
of responsible pet
is
inconsistent
with
basic
this
that
injury should be
dog
has
caused
The
owner
of
any
that
ownership.
prepared to take immediate action to prevent further problems. If
the circumstances surrounding this single instance are in dispute,
then the owner has the option of a hearing and possible appeal, as
described below.

Indications of a Dangerous Anima1 FoIlowing a Hearing
Many circumstances could be used to identify

a potentially

dangerous animal. A hearing could then be held to make a final
determination. The format of the hearing, the composition of the
panel, and the appeal process wiII vary depending on- whether this
law is enacted at the city, county or state leve1. One possible

format for this provision follows:

" A Determination Hearing shalI be conducted by (insert
appropriate authority) whenever there is cause to believe
that a dog may be a "dangerous animal" as defined in
(insert section). Said hearing shal I be conducted within
five (5) days of serving notice to the owner by certified
Ietter. "
" Pending the outcome of such a hearing, the dog must be
securely confined in a humane manner either on the
premises of the owner or with a licensed veterinarian.
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"

" The (appropriate authority) sha1l determine whether to
declare the animal to be a "dangerous animal" based upon
evidence and testimony presented at the time of the
hearing by the owner, witnesses to any incident(s) which
may be considered germane to such a determination, HeaIth
Department personnel, AnimaI Control personnel, police or
any other person possessing information pertinent to such
determination. "
" The (appropriate authority> shall issue written findings
within five (5) days after the Determination Hearing. The
owner or possessor of the animal found to be dangerous by
this hearing has the right to appeal the decision within
three ( 3 ) days of receiving such decision to the
<appropriate agency f or appeal).
rr

are among those that could be used to
define an animal as "potentially dangerous" and thus prompt a
hearing according to the procedures described above:
(1) Any dog which, when unprovoked, chases or approaches a
person upon the streets, sidewalks or any public or private
property in a menacing fashion or apparent attitude of attacJ<
The follovr/ing criteria

This provision would cover animals that have threatened people,
but which have not caused injuries. Our analysis of dog bite cases
suggests that many serious incidents are preceded by a history of
such "close cal Is " .
(2) Any dog with a known propensity', tendency or disposition to
attack unprovoked, to cause injury r ot to otherwise threaten
the safety of human beings or domestic animals
This is the general wording used by many existing ordlnances. It
is a "catch all" category that could be used to institute a
hearing if neighbors, postal workers, utility
workers or others
feel that there is cause. Since pets are often the focus of
neighborhood disputes, this provision should be made formal enough
to avoid "nuisance" complaints against a pet owner, but at the
same time it should provide citizens with legitimate complaints an
opportunity to initiate appropriate action against an
irresponsible owner of an animal that is likely to cause harm.
One approach to achieving this balance is to require an

investigation if a sworn complaint is received from one or more
residents of the community. This could be worded as follows:
" Upon receipt of an "Affidavit of Complaint" signed by one or
more residents of (community) made under oath before an
individual authorized by law to take sworn statements,
setting forth the nature and the date of the act, the owner
of the animal, the address of the owner and the description
of the animal doing such act, the (appropriate authority)
shaI1 investigate the complaint to determine if in fact the
animal is dangerous.
rr
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(3) Any dog whichr oD three separate occasions within a twelve
month period has been observed being unrestrained or
uncontrolled off its owner'S premises by <appropriate animal
control or wildlife authority) or has been impounded by
(appropriate authority) for being unrestrained or
uncontrolled off its owner's premises
Animals that are repeatedly loose, even if not vicious, constitute
a public nuisance and a potential threat to public health. fn
addition, many animals that later do cause injury have a history
of running at large. Even well-behaved animals can become a
serious tfireat in a pack situation. This provision addresses all
of these problems. IL is recognized that any dog might slip out o1
one or two occasions. The actual number to be used can be modified
in accordance with the particular problems that exist in the
community.

Exemptions for Animals that are Provoked

A sound dangerous dog ordinance should recognize that some bite
situations are not precipitated by the dangerous nature of the
animal but are brought on by the actions of the victim. Some
allowance should be made to deal with situations in which the
attack was provoked. Such provisions could be worded as follows:
be declared dangerous if the threat, injury or
sustained by a person who, at the time, was
committing a wi11fu] trespass or other tort upon the
premises occupied by the owner or keeper of the dog, or
was teasing, tormenting, abusing, or assaulting the dog or
has, in the past, been observed or reported to have teased
tormented, abused or assaulted the dog or was committing
or attempting to commit a crime. "

" No dog

may
damage was

Other Exemptions

Existing ordinances often make specific exemptions for dogs used
in law enforcement. Some additional exemptions may need to be
spelled out relating to dogs used in hunting, since these might be
used to chase wild animals.
Breed-specific Definitions of "Dangerous"
One of the most controversial subjects in animal control
Iegislation is the use of breed descriptions to automatigally
chiracterLze a dog as vicious or dangerous or in some other way
restrict or regulate ownership of the breed. Thus far, such
breed-specific regulations have been specifically aimed at "pit
bulIs", dlthough breed clubs and other groups have expressed fears
that such restrictions might be extended to other breeds in the
future.
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There are many problems associated with breed-specific ordinances
(See "Vicious Dogs", Humane Societv News, Winter 1986). Brief1y,
such laws fail to address the fact that most problems with
dangerous dogs are due to irresponsible ownership, which can be
compounded by the popularity of owning aggressive animals. In
addition, many loca1 humane organizations have reported that the
media attention given to controversies over breed-specific
Iegislation has actually increased the demand for pit-bu11s.
Most breed-specific laws have faced court challenges from local oi
national breed organizations. These laws have generally been
challenged on the basis of overinclusiveness, underinclusiveness,
vagueness and violation of fourteenth amendment protection.

Although several pit-bul1 specific laws have been struck down,
others have been unopposed or have survj-ved court challenges in
areas where unique circumst-ances seem to warrant them.
- An ordinance banning American Pit Bul1 Terriers in
Tijeras, New Mexico was upheld at the trial level in Marcl
of 1986.
- A t985 Shawnee, Kansas ordinance requiring pit bul1 owners
insurance and
to confine their animals and carry liability
banning any new acquisitions of pit bulls was upheld,
citing "dangerous conditions in the city. "
- In May of 1985 Cincinnati, Ohio enacted an ordinance
prohibiting the sale or purchase of pit bu1ls within the
city limits which was amended to provide for confinement
of these animals. An attempt to receive an injunction to
prohibit enforcement of the law was thrown out on
procedural grounds. Recently new court actions have been
fited.
- Since April of 1984 Cambridge, Massachusetts has required
the muzzling of pit bulls when off the owner's property.
That law has not been challenged.
- In 1986 Chester, Pennsylvania required that owners of pit
bulIs must purchase special permits at $500 per year per
dog for the first three dogs and $3,000 per year for each
additional dog. Owners must post a $20,000 bond and
confine animals in a secure p1ace. A request for an
injuction against enforcement was not granted at the
District Court 1eve1.
The defense of breed-specific laws may be costly to a municipality
in both time and money. The question remains whether such a law is
any more effective in protecting the public than a general,
comprehensive dangerous dog law such as that outlined here.
Several new non-breed-specific lawsr orr which we have based many
of our suggestions, have been effective in controlling problems
related to all types of dangerous dogs, including pit bulIs.
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In the communities where it can be documented that specific breeds
(and their owners) create special problems, breed-specific
regulations that impose the least possible infringements on
,"Jporr=ible owners of the breed "ee* to have a better chance of
.."Living public and,/ot judicial support. In any case, hastily
construcied rules that concentrate on only one issue should not be
seen as a complete solution to problems posed by dangerous dogs
and irresponsible owners.
Actions to be Taken By Owners of Dangerous

Dogs

in urlprovoked Fatal or severe Attacks
in
Although there is often an outpouring of public sentimentjuries,
in
of animals that have :-nf tictea f atal or severe
=rrppori.
tfr6HSUS believes that it is usually in the best interest of the
public
and responsible dog owners that a dog responsible for an
-unprovoked
or fatal attack be humanely euthanized following
=evlr"
a-te#Ing to clarify the circumstances of the incident- The
definition of "serious" or "severe" attack may Vary. It is
suggested that this be based on the extent of injuries as
iniicated by the type of medical intervention necessaryr duration
of hospitalization-and projected Iength of recovery of the victim.
The fg-gZ vicious dog taw for the state of Washington offers the
following definition:
in
" 'severe injury' means any physical injury that.results
multiple
requiring
broken bones 6r disfiguring lacerations
sutures or cosmetic surgerY. "
Dogs Involved in Provoked Fata1 or Severe Attacks
A dog that has inflicted fatal or severe injuries under
circumstances which indicate that the animal was provoked is stiIl
a potential hazard. The owner of such an animal should be required
to take the actions outlined below for dangerous dogs.
Dogs Involved

Dogs Defined as Dangerous as a Result of a Hearing or Automatic

Definitions

Outlined

Above

Dogs involved in non-fatal or non-Severe bites should be
quirantined and/or impounded for observation in accordance with

6xisting rabies control ordinances for the area. This period of
quarantlne must meet the requirements of applicable rabies control
laws, but should not exceed 14 daYs.
The following actions should be required of owners of animals that
have been designated as "dangerous" by the procedures described
above:
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1. Licensing, Registration and Rabies Inoculation
The ordinance should note that all requirements for keeping
any dog must be met by the owner of a "dangerous" dog. The
communj.ty may wish to add a designation of "dangerous" to
the registration records of such an animal, or may elect to
require a special registration.
2. Positive ldentification of the Animal
It is essential to be able to positively identify any dog
that has been designated as dangerous. presently, the most
effective way of permanently and posiNi,vely identifying dogs
is by tattooing. Rhode Island state law words this as follows:
" The owner or keeper shaIl, at his own expense, have the
licensing number assigned to such dog, or other such number
as the city or town clerk or other licensing authority
shall determine, tattooed upon such vicious dog by a
licensed veterinarian or person trained as a tattooist and
authorized as such by any state, city or town police
department... The dog officer may, in his discretion,
designate the particular location of said tattoo. "
In addition, the law should specify that the animal wear a
conspicuously colored coIlar that would identify it as a

dangerous dog.

3. Notification of Change of Status
rt is also essential that the appropriate authorities be
informed of any change in the status of a dangerous dog that
might affect pubric health and safety. This provision may be
worded as fol lows:
" The owner or keeper shall notify the (appropriate
authority> within twenty-four (24) hours 1f a dangerous dog
is loose, unconfined, has attacked another ani-maI or has
attacked a human being or has died or has been sold or
given away. If the dog has been sold or given away the
owner or keeper sha1l provide the (author.'i.ty) with the
name, address and telephone number of the new owner, who
must comply with the requirements of this ordinance.,,
4. Proper Confinement of the Dog
Animals that have been declared dangerous should immediately
be kept in a humane way that also piotects the public. rt is
not enough to simply attach the dog to a heavy chain. Many
severe attacks have been attributed to animals that eithei
were chained, or who broke their restraints. This provision
could be worded:
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"

While on the owners' property, a dangerous dog must be
securely confined indoors or in a securely enclosed and
locked pen or structure, suitable to prevent the entry of
young children and designed to prevent the animal from
escaping. Such pen or structure must have minimum
dimensions of five feet by ten feet and musE have secure
sides and a secure top. ff it has no bottom secured to the
sides, the sides must be embedded into the ground no less
than two feet. The enclosure must also provide protection
from the elements for the dog.
rr

In addition, owners of dogs that have been designated as
dangerous should be required to post signs notifying the
public of the presence of such an animal:
" The owner or keeper shall display a sign on his or her
premises warning that there is a dangerous dog on the
property. This sign shaIl be visible and capable of being
read from the public highway or thoroughfare. In. addition,
the owner shaIl conspicuously display a sign with a symbol
warning children of the presence of a dangerous dog. "
5. ControL and/or Muzzling while Off Owner's Property
A good ordinance must recognize that humane care may require
that the animal be taken off the owners' property for
exercise, veterinary care or other needs. The law should
j-nsure that the dangerous dog will be under close supervision
and control at these times. This may be worded as follows:
" A dangerous dog may be off the owner's premises if it is
muzzled and restrained by a substantial chain or leash not
exceeding six feet in length and under the control of a
responsible person. The muzzle must be made in a manner
that wilI not cause injury- to the dog or interfere with
its vision or respiration but must prevent it from biting
any person or animal.
rr

Optional Provisions
Municlpalities around the country have added other provisions to
their dangerous dog ordinances designed to further reduce the
problems caused by irresponsible ownership of aggressive dogs.
These provisions may or may not be appropriate for your cornmunity
and some need not be applied to animals that are considered
potentially dangerous, but which have not caused injuries.
6. Spayr/Neuter Requirement for Animals Designated "Dangerous"
Although spaying or neutering may not reduce the probability
that an animal wil} act aggressively, such a requirement may
help reduce the number of animals with a genetic tejndency to
bite and will also prevent ewners of dangerous dogs from
profiting from the sale of offspring. of these animals, a major
factor in the rapid growth of this problem.
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7. Insurance Requirements or

Bond

Many victims of dog attack are unable to recover medical

expenses because the dog owner is uninsured or underinsured.
Some municipalities
require that the owners of dangerous dogs
show proof of liability
insurance or post bond. The amount
specified should be reasonable and obtainable. Suggested
wording for such a provision is:
rr The owner

or keeper of a dangerous dog shall present to the
(appropriate authority) proof that the owner or keeper has
j-nsurance in the amount of at least one
procured liability
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), covering the I2 month
period during which licensing is sought. This policy shall
contain a provision requiring the (community) to be named
as an additional insured for the sole purpose of the
(community) to be noti-fied by the insurance company of any
cancellation, termination or expiration of the policy. "

B. Owner Education,/ Community Service
Since many of the problems posed by dangerous dogs are
directly related to irresponsible pet ownership, some
communities are beginning to require that violators of animal
control laws attend mandatory classes on responsible care.
These classes are modelled after those required for violators
of traffic regulations. Such a provision will depend upon
the resources available from animal control agencies and locaI
humane societies.
9. Provisions for Inspecti-on
To be effective, a dangerous dog ordinance should empower the
appropriate authorities to make whatever inquiry is deemed
necessary to ensure compliance with the provisions. These
measures will be more effective if such inspections occur on a
regular basis (at least twice a year).

10. Euthanasia Option
If the owner or keeper of a dog that has been designated
dangerous is unwilling or unable to comply with the above
regulations for keeping such an animal then he or she should
have the animal humanely euthanized by an animal shelter,
anlmal control agency or licensed veterinarian, after a L4 day
holding period. Any dog that has been designated as dangerous
under these laws may not be offered for adoption.
I1. Banishment of Dangerous

Dogs

Some communities have passed ordinances that simply require
that the animal be removed from the community's boundaries.
Obviously this does not address the cause of these problems
and only serves to move them into anotfrer jurisdiction.
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12. Authorization of Funding for A Licensing Drive
Several communities have used the occasion of the passage of
more stringent animal control laws to enact legislation that
specifically provides for funding for a campaign to educate
the public ibout the requirements for licensing animals and
aboul the new provisions relating to dangerous dogs.
to Seeing-Eye Dogs or Blind Persons
special regulations requiring
Some communities have instituted
that the owner of any dog that, while off the owner's
or otherwise injures a blind person
property,
-or guide assaultslEites
dog, shall be liable to the blind person for {ouble
alI damages-sustained. Such damages are to be recovered in a
civil action.
14. Liability of Parents for Damaqes caused by Dog owned by
13. Injuries

Minor

Recent reports have indicated that a significant number of
potentially dangerous dogs are owned by adolescents or other
minors. Regulations should stipulate that if the owner or
keeper of ; dangerous dog is a minor, the parent or guardian
of Lfrat minor shall be responsible f or compliance wj-th the
specifications of the ordinance for the care and housing of
the animal and shall also be liable for all injuries and
property damage sustained by any person or domestic animal
caused by an unprovoked attack by the dog.

Actions to be Taken Against Owners of Dangerous Dogs
Many existing animal control ordinances consider aggressive dogs
to be a trivial problem and apply correspondingly smaIl penalties,
yet the many injuries and deaths attributed to such dogs
demonstrate the urgency of this issue and the need for more
effective penalties.
The HSUS recommends that this issue is best addressed by passing
strong state laws, since such laws can specify heavier penalties
for offenders. This does not preclude working for local ordinances
as weII. Local leve1 governments tend to meet more frequently and
can respond more quickly to emergency situations. In some cases
state legislatures meet only at the beginning of the yearr oI even
every other year. It is never too early to begin to work with your
state legislators to draft more effective dangerous dog
Iegi s Iation .
Specific penalties wilI depend on the level at which vicious dog
ordinances are drafted (i.e. city, county, state). Check your
IocaI ordinances and state laws to determine how penalties should
be structured to conform to applicable criminal codes.
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The HSUS strongly recommends that felony 1evel penalties be
applied in cases- of fatal or severe attacks or non-compliance with
rlquirements for actions to be taken by the owners of animals that
have been designated vicious or dangerous. Failure to comply with
rules relating to the keeping of dangerous dogs should result in a
fine of no leis than $500; with a second failure resulting in
felony penalties and possible confiscation of the animal(s) in

question.

Washington state's I9B7 law provides for some of the strongest
penalties for the owners of vicious dogs:
( I ) Any dangerous dog sha1l be immediately confiscated by an
animal control authority if the: (a) Dog is not validly
(b) owner does not secure the liability
registered...;
(c) dog is not maintained in
iniurance coverage required...;
the proper enclosure; (d) dog is outside of the dwelling of
the owner r or outside of the proper enclosure and not under
the physical restraint of the owner. fn addition, the owner
shall ne guilty of a gross misdemeanor punishable in
accordance with RCW 9A.20.02I.

I'

rr

(2) If a dangerous dog of an owner with a prior
convicti-on... attacks or bites a person or another domestic
animal, the dog owner is guilty of a class C felony... In
addj-tion, the dangerous dog shall be immediately confiscated
by an animal control authority, placed in quarantine for the
proper length of tii;e, and thereafter destroyed in an
expeditious and humane manner. "

I'

( 3 ) The owner of any do9 that aggressively attacks and
causes severe injury or death of any human, whether the dog
has previously been declared potentially dangerous or
In
dangerous, shal1 be guilty of a class C felony
addition, the dog shalt be immediately confiscated by an
animal control authority, placed in quarantine for the
destroyed in an
proper length of time, and thereafter
rt
expeditious and humane manner.

Appending Animal Fighting Felony Provisions to Laws Dealing with
Vicious or Dangerous Dogs
Many of the problems related to dangerous dogs are directly

and

indirectly linked to the continuing practice of dog fighting.
Several slates have appended felony level dog fighting or animal
fighting laws to legislation aimed at controlling vicious or
dangerous dogs. The HSUS endorses this strategy in dealing with
thia serious issue. A model state animal fighting 1aw is available
on request.
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Assessinq and Refininq Chanqes to Danqerous Doq Laws

It is likely that any law or ordinance relating to dangerous dogs
will need to undergo some "fine-tuning". Some provisions may prove
difficult to enforce with the resources that are available. Others
might generate an unexpected amount of local controversy. Some
communities have recognized this and have instituted new
provisions on a temporary basis. For example, it may be stipulated
that the new regulatlons will expire after a period of three years
unless retained by appropri-ate vote. This is called a "sunset
provj-sion.

"

In any case, the impact of any new ordinances should be thoroughly
assessed on a regular basis; at least yearly. The information to
be gathered should be the same as that recommended for the
original evaluation of the problem, including information on
bites, animal complaints, citations and licensing trends.
We hope that with careful attention to the issues outlined in
these guidelines, communities wilI be able to establish laws that
protect the public and, at the same time, do not place unnecessary
burdens on responsible owners of weIl-behaved animal or cause
undue hardship for a dog who is the innocent victim of an
irresponsible owner.
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